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Executive Summary
S.1

Woolwich Ferry Overview

S.1.1

The Woolwich Ferry is a free ferry service which provides a means of crossing the River
Thames between North Woolwich (London Borough of Newham) and Woolwich (Royal
Borough of Greenwich) for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. The Ferry service provides
an important link in the east London highway network, linking the North Circular (A406)
with the South Circular (A206) on the Transport for London (TfL) Road Network.

S.1.2

Given the proximity of the Woolwich Ferry terminals to the adjacent road network,
limitations on the size and arrangement of existing vehicle waiting areas, and fluctuations
in demand due in part to conditions at the adjacent river crossings (namely the Blackwall
Tunnel and Dartford Crossing), traffic queuing to use the ferry service can often impact on
the operation of the local road network. These impacts are more frequently experienced at
the southern terminal, however are also experienced at the northern terminal. At both
terminals, these impacts adversely affect bus services.

S.1.3

In line with forecast population and employment growth in east London in the period to
2031, demand to use all existing vehicle crossings in east London is expected to increase
further. This study has therefore been undertaken to assess firstly how and when the ferry
service impacts on the operation of the local road network, and secondly to identify
potential options for improving the existing vehicle waiting areas and thereby minimising
the impacts of the ferry operation on the road network.

S.1.4

The requirement for continued operation of a ferry service at Woolwich is closely linked to
the River Crossings Programme. Whilst the Silvertown Tunnel scheme is not expected to
have a material impact on the ferry operation, if new fixed link crossings are progressed
further east at Gallions Reach and Belvedere there could be a case for withdrawal of the
ferry service in the medium- to long-term. Based on the current River Crossings
Programme it is expected that the continued operation of the ferry service will be required
until at least 2025.

S.2

Current transport conditions and operation

S.2.1

Woolwich Ferry is currently operated by Briggs Marine on behalf of TfL. On weekdays, a
two-ferry service operates from 06:10 to 20:00 with one ferry departing each terminal
approximately every 10-15 minutes. A single ferry service operates at weekends from
06:10 to 20:00 on Saturdays, and from 11:30 to 19:30 on Sundays. During ‘typical’ twovessel operation, the service has an approximate capacity of around 200 PCUs per hour,
per direction.

S.2.2

All motorised vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians are loaded onto the ferries via two
moveable platforms at each terminal (known as ‘link spans’) which are lowered from each
pier onto the vessel deck allowing vehicles to drive off and on in a forward direction. Prior
to a vessel arriving at either terminal, vehicles are marshalled onto each pier (i.e. the overriver structure that connects the land to the link spans) to ensure that vehicles are
immediately ready to be loaded onto the next service. Additional vehicles are ‘held’ within
designated waiting areas prior to being marshalled onto the piers.

S.2.3

A high level of demand for the ferry which is subject high levels of fluctuation results in
relatively frequent impacts on the local highway network caused by ferry vehicles ‘overqueuing’ the waiting areas, particularly on the approaches to the southern terminal.
Vehicles are observed to queue back through the Woolwich Church Street / John Wilson
Street roundabout causing delays to local traffic including bus services. Over-queuing also
occurs at the northern terminal into Pier Road, although given the greater distance
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between the northern terminal and the adjacent road network the resulting impacts are
generally much less frequent and of lesser impact. These impacts can be exacerbated
further by congestion or incidents at adjacent river crossings.
S.2.4

In order to understand the existing operation of the ferry and surrounding traffic
conditions, a comprehensive video survey has been undertaken, which recorded the
number of vehicles (classified by type), cyclists and pedestrians travelling on every ferry
service during the survey period, the extent and frequency of vehicle queuing within the
terminal waiting areas and onto the adjacent road network, and the length of time taken
from vehicles arriving at a terminal (joining a queue) to boarding a ferry service.

S.2.5

As well as providing useful data on ferry capacities and vehicle volumes (by
classification), the surveys demonstrated that fluctuations in demand for the service
resulted in difficulties managing the queueing of vehicles and ultimately delays on the
surrounding road network. At the northern terminal, the main issue was observed to be
related to the time required to open and close additional queuing lanes to reduce the
vehicle queue into Pier Road. At the southern terminal, the main issue was observed to be
managing the conflict between vehicles entering and exiting the queuing area (which
cannot occur simultaneously, under the current arrangement).

S.3

Future conditions

S.3.1

Upgrades of the Woolwich Ferry are currently ongoing to ensure its continued operation in
the short- and medium-term. Phase 1 of the upgrade was completed in late 2015 and
involved the refurbishment of the in-river piers and replacing the four link spans (two at
each terminal) which are used by vehicles to board and alight the vessels. Phase 2 of the
upgrade is underway and is focused on improving or replacing the existing vessels, as
well as other essential works to ensure a safe and reliable operation to at least 2025.
Improvements to the waiting areas (i.e. the focus of this study) are not within the scope of
the current upgrade work as this work is at an early stage.

S.3.2

Demand to use the ferry is expected to increase in the short- to medium-term as a result
of the population and employment growth that is forecast in east London. The east
London sub-region is expected to accommodate the largest proportion of London’s growth
in the period to 2031 including over 300,000 new homes and 160,000 new jobs.

S.3.3

The land located to the immediate west of the southern ferry terminal waiting area has
remained undeveloped for some time. Planning consent exists for the site (forming the
third and final phase of the “Mast Quay” development and it is understood that the
developer is likely to proceed with the approved plans in the short-term. As part of the
planning consent, a 10 metre-wide strip of land which runs parallel with the northern
boundary of Woolwich Church Street has been safeguarded for the provision of a “public
transport route”. There is a possibility that this safeguarded land could be used in
conjunction with improvements to the Woolwich Ferry’s southern waiting area.

S.3.4

A number of transport network improvements underway or planned within the vicinity of
the Woolwich Ferry which include Crossrail, improvements to the Thames Path (as part of
the Quietways Programme) and Cycle Superhighway 4. The latter of these two impact on
the southern terminal only.

S.3.5

The Mayor’s Transport Strategy identifies the need for a package of new river crossings in
east London to reduce pressure on existing crossings and to address existing problems
and help deliver future growth and regeneration in the sub-region. This package includes:
•

The Silvertown Tunnel scheme, to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel.
This scheme involves the construction of a new road tunnel adjacent to the Blackwall
Tunnel, and the introduction of user charging at both the Blackwall and Silvertown
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Tunnels. Subject to Government approval, the scheme could be completed by 2023.
The Silvertown Tunnel serves a largely different catchment from the Woolwich Ferry
and is not expected to have a material impact on the ferry service.
•

New fixed-link crossings at Gallions Reach and Belvedere, to provide new
connections and enable growth. These schemes are less advanced than the
Silvertown Tunnel, but could be delivered by 2025. The relative proximity of the
proposed Gallions Reach crossing to the Woolwich Ferry means that there could be a
strong case for withdrawing the ferry service if this scheme is implemented.

S.3.6

Given the crossings at Gallions Reach and Belvedere are not expected to be delivered
before 2025, there is considered to be a sound case for making improvements to the
Woolwich Ferry waiting areas, particularly at the southern ferry terminal where the impacts
on the adjacent highway network are more acute. Any improvements should aim to
address current and future issues in the short- to medium-term to at least 2025.

S.4

Improvement options

S.4.1

Based on the existing operation of the ferry service and the future conditions surrounding
the ferry terminal, a number of options that could improve the efficiency of the Woolwich
Ferry vehicle waiting / loading arrangements have been considered, with the following key
objectives:
•

to result in a reduction of the occurrence or severity of vehicle queuing impacts
associated with the Woolwich Ferry on the operation of the surrounding road network.

•

to maximise the efficiency of ferry unloading and loading by minimising any delays
due to internal vehicle conflict or inefficient use of the waiting areas.

•

to improve the current conditions around each ferry terminal to identify and remove
(where possible) vehicle conflict points, and facilitate the safe movements between
ferry vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians both accessing ferry services and within the
immediate vicinity of the terminals.

S.4.2

Options at both the northern and southern terminals have been presented to internal and
external stakeholders in order to refine the options into those considered most effective in
meeting the above objectives. An external consultant (Jacobs) has been engaged to
provide expert traffic engineering advice and prepare preliminary designs and cost
estimation for the options where appropriate.

S.4.3

Following a review of the potential options, a refined list of improvements has been
identified which include:
•

North Terminal:
- Introducing technology to assist the allocation of traffic into the existing queuing
lanes
- Diversion of local bus routes via Store Road

•

South Terminal:
- Allocating a segregated lane on Woolwich Church Street (west approach) for ferry
vehicles only
- Utilisation of the safeguarded land as an entry point to the waiting area and
reconfiguration of the waiting area itself
- Reshaping the existing roundabout to a more ‘standard’ shape and allowing more
queuing space for ferry vehicles.
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S.4.4

At this stage no funding has been identified for implementation of any of waiting are
improvement options identified above. Should a decision be made to progress any of the
options, further feasibility work would be necessary which could include (but is not
necessarily limited to) traffic modelling, development of an outline business case, safety
auditing and detailed design.

S.5

Next steps

S.5.1

The recommended next steps of this process are to:
•

Provide an update on this study to the Silvertown Tunnel Project Board and Surface
Board;

•

Determine a position on the safeguarded land adjacent to the southern terminal and
confirm whether it can be used in connection with the Woolwich Ferry;

•

Determine in conjunction with RB Greenwich and LB Newham which if any of the
options should be progressed further and agree how this will be taken forward; and

•

Develop the selected options in further detail.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Woolwich Ferry overview

1.1.1

The Woolwich Ferry is a free ferry service which provides a means of crossing the River
Thames between North Woolwich (London Borough of Newham) and Woolwich (Royal
Borough of Greenwich) for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. The Ferry service provides
an important link in the east London highway network, linking the North Circular (A406)
with the South Circular (A206) on the Transport for London (TfL) Road Network. It is
currently one of only four vehicle crossings of the River Thames to the east of Tower
Bridge, and the only vehicle crossing point between the Blackwall Tunnel and Dartford
Crossing. In 2013/14, 1.04 million vehicle crossings and 1.95 million passenger journeys
were made on the service.

1.1.2

A ferry service has been in operation at this location for a number of centuries. The
modern-day passenger ferry service was legislated under Section 16 of the Metropolitan
Board of Works (Various Powers) Act of 1885, which requires that a ferry service must
continue to be operated at this location and remain free of charge. TfL inherited the
statutory obligation to provide the service from the Royal Borough of Greenwich under
Section 257 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999. Since late 2012 the service has
been operated by Briggs Marine, on behalf of and contracted to TfL.

1.1.3

The present-day Woolwich Ferry infrastructure (including the ferry vessels) has been in
operation since 1963, and is approaching the end of its operational life. As a result, TfL
and Briggs Marine are currently undertaking works to extend the life of the service to at
least the mid 2020’s. ‘Phase 1’ of the life extension work focused on the landside
infrastructure including full refurbishment of the four link spans (two at each terminal) and
this was completed in late 2015. ‘Phase 2’ of the life extension work is focused on
replacing the three existing vessels with two new vessels, and subject to funding approval
these are expected to be in place by 2018.

1.2

Purpose of this study

1.2.1

Given the proximity of the Woolwich Ferry terminals to the adjacent road network,
limitations on the size and arrangement of existing vehicle waiting areas, and strong
fluctuations in demand due to conditions resulting from the adjacent river crossings
(namely the Blackwall Tunnel and Dartford Crossing), traffic queuing to use the ferry
service can often impact on the operation of the local road network.

1.2.2

These impacts are more frequently experienced at the southern terminal, however vehicle
queuing can also impact non-ferry related traffic movements in the vicinity of the northern
terminal. At both northern and southern terminals, these impacts adversely affect bus
services.

1.2.3

Significant population and employment growth is forecast in east London in the period to
2031, and as a consequence demand to use all existing vehicle crossings in east London
is expected to increase further. The volume of traffic using the Woolwich Ferry has
increased in recent years hence the impacts on the road network has also increased, and
vehicle demand to use the service is now at an all-time high.

1.2.4

This study has therefore been undertaken to assess firstly how and when the ferry service
impacts on the operation of the local road network, and secondly to identify potential
options for improving the existing vehicle waiting areas and thereby minimising the
impacts of the ferry operation on the road network. Consideration has been given to likely
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future conditions including other highway works that are planned, potential replacement of
the vessels and the TfL River Crossings Programme.
1.2.5

As part of the study, traffic engineering advice and input has been provided by Jacobs
whom have been engaged to provide an expert review of a number of the improvement
options identified. This has included the preparation of concept drawings and outline cost
estimates for some of the options deemed to be most feasible.

1.2.6

A number of studies have previously been completed which consider potential
improvement options to the Woolwich Ferry’s waiting areas, including the Woolwich Ferry
Replacement Study (Halcrow, July 2013) and Woolwich Ferry Works (Robert West, May
2015). This report builds further on previously identified options (or parts thereof) in these
studies, and also considers new options where appropriate.

1.2.7

At this stage no funding has been identified for implementation of the waiting area
improvement options, and no decision has been taken to progress any of the options that
are identified. Further discussion will be required between TfL and stakeholders including
the London Borough of Newham and the Royal Borough of Greenwich to agree on the
next steps.

1.3

River Crossings Programme

1.3.1

The Mayor’s Transport Strategy identifies the need for a package of new river crossings in
east London to reduce pressure on existing crossings and to help support future growth
and regeneration in the region. The planning of the first of these new river crossings, the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme, is well underway and an application for a Development
Consent Order (DCO) for the scheme will be submitted in Spring of 2016. This is a
proposed new user-charged 1 road tunnel adjacent to the existing Blackwall Tunnel,
connecting Silvertown in the London Borough of Newham with the Greenwich Peninsula.
Subject to DCO approval, it is anticipated that the scheme could be complete by 2023.

1.3.2

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel, new fixed-link crossings are also planned further to
the east at Gallions Reach and Belvedere. These crossings are critical to unlocking the
development potential of the areas both sides of the Thames and boosting the local
economy by addressing the severance caused by the river in this area. These schemes
are currently less developed than the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, and it is anticipated that
they could be complete by around 2025. A potential onward extension of the London
Overground from Barking Riverside to Abbey Wood is also being considered, albeit this is
contingent on the line first being extended from Barking station to Barking Riverside.

1.3.3

The requirement for continued operation of a ferry service at Woolwich is closely linked to
the River Crossings Programme. The Silvertown Tunnel scheme will serve a largely
different catchment to the ferry service and the assessment completed to date indicates
the scheme would not have a material impact on the ferry operation, although it is
possible that there could be some small changes in demand at certain times of the day 2.
No changes to the ferry service are therefore currently proposed as part of the Silvertown
Tunnel scheme.

1.3.4

Should a new fixed-link crossing be progressed at Gallions Reach however, it is expected
there would be a strong case for withdrawal of the ferry service given the close
geographic proximity between the two and the significant additional cross-river capacity
that would be provided. The earliest date this crossing could be delivered is expected to

1
2

User charges are proposed at both the new (Silvertown) Tunnel and the existing Blackwall Tunnel as part of the scheme
Initial modelling indicates that the potential deterrence effect of a charge at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels would be largely
offset by the quicker and more reliable journeys possible at these crossings.
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be 2025 and the continued operation of the Woolwich Ferry is therefore required until at
least this time 3.

3

Even with a potential service withdrawal date of 2025, there is a positive business case for replacement of the existing aged vessels
with new vessels.
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2.

Existing Conditions

2.1

Site location

2.1.1

The Woolwich Ferry operates across the River Thames between North Woolwich (London
Borough of Newham) and Woolwich (Royal Borough of Greenwich). It is one of four
vehicle crossing points to the east of Tower Bridge, located between the Blackwall Tunnel
(6.5km by road to the west) and the Dartford Crossing (19km by road to the east). Figure
2-1 illustrates the distribution of vehicle crossings throughout London, specifying those
located to the east of the City (Tower Bridge).

Figure 2-1

Thames River Crossings in London

Rotherhithe
Tunnel

Tower
Bridge

2.1.2

Blackwall
Tunnel

Woolwich
Ferry

Dartford
Crossing

Including the Woolwich Ferry, all of the road crossings of the River Thames in east
London operate at, or close to, their practical capacity at peak times. The ferry service has
a lower capacity than a fixed road crossing in terms of vehicle-carrying capacity, with a
capacity around 5% of that of the Blackwall Tunnel, but nevertheless provides an
important cross-river link for road users, particularly HGVs and commercial traffic crossing
the river at this location due to vehicle restrictions at the Blackwall and Rotherhithe
tunnels. It also acts as an alternative river crossing route for some users in the event of an
incident or closure at the Blackwall Tunnel or the Dartford Crossing.
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2.1.3

The service provides an important link between the North Circular (A406) and the South
Circular (A205) on the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN), as shown in Figure
2-2. Furthermore, Figure 2-3 shows the various highway approaches to each of the
Woolwich Ferry terminals, which include the A112 and A117 at the north, and the A206
and A205 to the south.

Figure 2-2

Location of Woolwich Ferry on the Transport for London Road Network
(TLRN)

Blackwall
Tunnel

Woolwich
Ferry
Rotherhithe
Tunnel
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Figure 2-3

Highway approaches to the Woolwich Ferry

A112
(Albert Road)

A117/A1020/
A406
(North Circular)

River Thames

A206
(Woolwich Church Street)

A205
(South Circular /
John Wilson Street)

2.1.4

The Woolwich Ferry also provides cross-river access for pedestrians and cyclists (as does
the immediately adjacent Woolwich Foot Tunnel, discussed further below).

2.2

Other transport modes

2.2.1

In addition to the regional and local road networks described above, there are a number of
existing transport services and infrastructure located within the immediate vicinity of both
the northern and southern ferry terminals, as follows:
Northern terminal:
-

Bus routes 473 and 474 operate along Pier Road and stop at the bus terminal located
immediately adjacent the ferry terminal / vehicle waiting area.

-

King George V DLR station is located approximately 500m north of the ferry terminal.

Southern terminal:

2.2.2

4

-

Bus routes 161, 177, 180 and 472 all operate westbound and eastbound along the
A206 adjacent to the ferry terminal.

-

The Thames Path shared bicycle / pedestrian route is located directly on the River
frontage to the west of the ferry terminal, before crossing the ferry approach road and
continuing between the ferry depot building and offices.

-

Woolwich Arsenal DLR station is located approximately 800m to the south-east of the
ferry terminal.

The Woolwich Foot Tunnel 4 is located beneath the River Thames to the east of the ferry
terminals, which provides an alternate cross-river connection noting for pedestrians and

Whilst bicycle access is permitted, cyclists are directed to walk their bicycles through the tunnel.
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cyclists (including overnight). The next closest designated crossing point for pedestrians
and cyclists is the Emirates Air Line, located some 4km to the west. Pedestrian / cyclist
access is not permitted through the Blackwall Tunnel.
2.2.3

Proposed future transport schemes or infrastructure located within the vicinity of the
Woolwich Ferry are discussed in Section 4.4 of this report.

2.3

Existing ferry service and operation
Ferry service overview

2.3.1

The Woolwich Ferry service is currently operated by Briggs Marine on behalf of TfL. On
weekdays, a two-ferry service operates from 06:10 to 20:00 with one ferry departing each
terminal approximately every 10minutes, or 6 crossings per hour. A single ferry service
operates at weekends from 06:10 to 20:00 on Saturdays, and from 11:30 to 19:30 on
Sundays. The service is occasionally limited (e.g. to a single ferry service) or suspended
at the operator’s discretion for short durations during periods of unsafe weather conditions
or periods of very high tides.

2.3.2

The ferry service has an approximate capacity of around 200 PCUs per hour per direction,
and in the AM peak typically operates at full capacity in the northbound direction and close
to capacity in the southbound direction. This trend is reversed in the PM peak, when
demand is highest in the southbound direction. In 2013/14, some 1.04 million vehicle
crossings were made by the ferry service.

2.3.3

The ferry accommodates a large proportion of heavy vehicles, which in part is likely to be
as a result of height and load restrictions at the Blackwall Tunnel 5. Additionally, previous
roadside surveys indicate that there may be a small proportion of heavy vehicle drivers
particularly in the northbound direction who utilise the Woolwich Ferry because of its
waiting area provision, allowing for a temporary rest stop before crossing the River and
continuing on their journey.
Vehicle boarding, alighting and waiting

2.3.4

All motorised vehicles are loaded onto the ferries via two moveable platforms at each
terminal (known as ‘link spans’) which are lowered from each pier onto the vessel deck
allowing vehicles to drive off and on in a forward direction. Cyclists and pedestrians also
board and disembark ferry services via the link spans.

2.3.5

Due to restrictions with the existing vessels, there is a limitation on the number of large
vehicles that can be accommodated on each ferry service 6. As a result, all vehicles have
to be marshalled and loaded onto each ferry service. This is done manually by Briggs
Marine staff to ensure the maximum number of vehicles is loaded onto each service as
efficiently as possible.

2.3.6

As well as loading vehicles onto the vessels, marshals also oversee the queuing of
vehicles within the designated waiting areas. Prior to a vessel arriving at either terminal,
the next load of vehicles is marshalled onto each pier (e.g. the over-river structure that
connects the land to the link spans) to ensure that vehicles are immediately ready to be
loaded onto the next service. On weekdays only, additional vehicles are ‘held’ within
designated waiting areas prior to entering the piers.

2.3.7

The designated vehicle waiting areas are highlighted in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 for the
northern and southern terminals, respectively. The area at the north terminal allows for

5
6

The northbound bore of the Blackwall Tunnel has a maximum height limit of 4.0m.
Up to five heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) per crossing.
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vehicle stacking in four lanes and provides around 310m of queuing space (approximately
52 PCUs 7), while the south waiting area allows for vehicle stacking in approximately 10
lanes and provides around 510m of queuing space (approximately 85 PCUs). These
approximate measurements exclude approach and circulatory roads.
2.3.8

The vehicle waiting area at the northern terminal (Figure 2-4) represents a more
‘standard’ queuing arrangement, where vehicles arrive from a single point of access and
are able to queue within four designated lanes. Vehicles are then released to form a
queue within the pier before boarding the vessel. There are no internal conflict points
where vehicle movements overlap or need constant management, however vehicles are
released from each queue lane by marshals, and additional lanes are also opened and
closed manually on-site as required.

2.3.9

The amount of vehicle storage space within the pier at the southern terminal (Figure 2-5)
is marginally less than the maximum capacity of each ferry; hence additional vehicles
must be brought onto the pier from the landside vehicle waiting area while ferries are
being loaded if the vessels are to be loaded to full capacity. Currently, vehicles cannot
enter and exit the waiting area simultaneously due to a point of conflict, identified in Figure
2-5. As a result, traffic is momentarily held immediately north of the roundabout during
each loading period, which can lead to queuing through the roundabout while vessels are
being loaded.

2.3.10

Once a vessel arrives at either the northern or southern terminal, vehicles are able to
disembark (via the link spans) and connect directly to the surrounding road network.

Figure 2-4

Northern ferry terminal vehicle waiting area

Additional area used
to queue vehicles

Existing vehicle
waiting area

Ferry vehicle ingress route
Ferry vehicle egress route

7

PCU = Passenger Car Unit.
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Figure 2-5

Southern ferry terminal vehicle waiting area
Ferry vehicle ingress route
Ferry vehicle egress route

Conflict point

Existing vehicle
waiting area

Woolwich Church Street
(A206) / John Wilson Street
(A205) roundabout

2.3.11

The high level of demand for the ferry, as well as the traffic management issues outlined
above, results in relatively frequent impacts on the local highway network, particularly on
the approaches to the southern waiting area and terminal. Due to internal conflicts
described above, vehicles are observed to queue back through the Woolwich Church
Street / John Wilson Street roundabout causing delays to local traffic, which includes bus
services. These issues are known to occur on a daily basis.

2.3.12

Queuing also impacts on bus services at the northern terminal, although given the
separation of the northern terminal from nearby key roads and junctions, the resulting
impacts are generally much less frequent and of lesser impact.

2.3.13

Given that the ferry is only one of a limited number of river crossings in east London, the
ferry is subject to periods of heavy peak activity when adjacent crossings are congested
or subject to incident or closure. As a result, such incidents place significant pressure on
an already constrained environment, particularly at the southern terminal.

2.3.14

In particular, the ferry service does not have the resilience to be able to cope with sudden
influxes in demand which can occur following an incident occurring at the Blackwall
Tunnel, as is discussed further in this report. Incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel, particularly
in the northbound direction, occur on a daily basis. Between 2013 and 2015 an average of
nearly 1,200 annual unplanned closures occurred at the Blackwall Tunnel, amounting to
nearly 3,600 unplanned closures across the three years, with almost 75% of the closures
were implemented at the northbound tunnel bore.

2.3.15

In addition to the challenges presented by the queuing and management of vehicles, there
are other existing issues particularly in connection with pedestrian and cyclist access
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within the southern ferry terminal, including east-west cycling movements which occur
directly through the waiting area and a pinch point at the entry/exit to the waiting area.
2.3.16

Further discussion relating to the existing operation of the ferry service is presented in
Section 3.

2.4

Land ownership

2.4.1

For reference, the ownership of land associated with the northern and southern terminals
of the Woolwich Ferry are shown in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7. At the northern terminal,
only a small area adjacent to the pier is TfL freehold. At the southern terminal, the majority
of land directly adjacent to the ferry terminal is either TfL or London River Services
freehold, with the exception of a small area of land to the immediate south of the ferry pier
of approximately 475m2 which is associated with the London ambulance service. Both pier
structures form part of the TfL road network.

Figure 2-6

Woolwich Ferry (northern terminal) and associated land

Vehicle
waiting area

Woolwich Ferry northern terminal
River Thames
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Figure 2-7

Woolwich Ferry (southern terminal) and associated land
Woolwich Ferry southern terminal
River Thames

Vehicle
waiting area

Ambulance
depot

Ferry depot
and offices
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3.

Existing use surveys

3.1

Preamble

3.1.1

In order to gain further insight into how the Woolwich Ferry service currently operates from
a transport planning perspective, a comprehensive video survey was undertaken at both
the northern and southern terminals from 28th July to 18th August 2015. The survey was
commissioned to determine three main aspects of the ferry’s operation, as follows:
•

To record the number of vehicles (classified by type), cyclists and pedestrians
travelling on every ferry service during the survey period.

•

To observe the extent and frequency of:

•

-

vehicle queuing within the terminal waiting areas, and

-

queuing onto the adjacent road network.

To record the length of time taken from vehicles arriving at a terminal (joining a
queue) to boarding a ferry service.

3.1.2

A total of 15 weekdays, three Saturdays and three Sundays were included within the
survey period.

3.1.3

Due to the current life extension works discussed in detail in Section 4.1, there was only
one link span in operation at each terminal during the survey period. It was advised by
Briggs Marine that this was likely to have had a marginal impact on the loading times for
each service, with a likely reduction in capacity of around 25%, due to slower than ‘typical’
loading and unloading times. This could however be considered to represent a ‘worst
case’, whereby the impacts on the road network are higher and/or more frequent than
normal. The surveys therefore are considered particularly useful in observing incidences
of ‘over-queuing’ and the impact of vehicle queuing on the adjacent road network.

3.1.4

During the survey period, a number of incidents which resulted in an unplanned
suspension of the service were recorded. These were related to weather conditions,
general ferry operation or specifically associated to the life extension works (being
mechanical and/or software-related). As such, there were short periods where the ferry
service was temporarily suspended or reduced during the survey period. A log of these
incidents was recorded and has been provided by both Briggs Marine and the survey
contractor.

3.1.5

The majority of service disruptions occurred in the second week of the survey period
(Monday 3 to Monday 10 August), and were related to equipment malfunction or failure,
high tide, or reduction to a single boat service for other reasons.

3.1.6

A log of incidents/unplanned closures which occurred at the Blackwall Tunnel during the
survey period has also been obtained and reviewed in light of the survey results. These
are discussed where appropriate within the below sections. Since ‘Phase 1’ of the life
extension works were completed in late 2015, it is understood that these types of issues
have been resolved, and indeed due to the new infrastructure being installed the ferry
service is more reliable overall.

3.1.7

Following the completion of the ‘Phase 1’ works in late 2015 and all four link spans back in
operation, information provided by Briggs Marine indicates that the service has returned to
‘normal’ operation, with 6 crossings per hour and an estimated capacity of up to 200
PCUs per (week)day in either direction.
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3.2

Overview of results

3.2.1

Overall, the ferry service was recorded to carry an average daily two-way volume of 2,781
PCUs per weekday, 1,743 PCUs on a Saturday and 1,059 PCUs on a Sunday.

3.2.2

The surveyed carrying capacity of the ferry service during the life extension works were
generally consistent with the advice from Briggs Marine that suggested the service was
currently operating with a reduced capacity by around 25% (due to only two link spans
being operational at a time, one at each terminal). Extrapolation of a typical week’s worth
of ferry journeys suggests, based on the surveys, an annual volume of around 793,000
vehicle crossings per annum (or approximately 867,500 PCUs) compared with the 1.04
million vehicle crossings recorded in 2013/14.

3.2.3

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 provide a summary of key operating statistics extracted from the
survey data for the northern and southern ferry terminals.

Table 3-1

Existing operating statistics - northern terminal
Period

Ferry Departures

PCUs

Per Hour

Per Day

Per Ferry

Per Hour

Per Day

Weekday

4.1

57.7

24.2

100

1,395

5 min 32 sec

Saturday

2.3

32.7

26.4

62

865

5 min 23 sec

Sunday

2.0

18.0

32.6

65

530

6 min 06 sec

Table 3-2

Average Ferry
Dwell Time

Existing operating statistics - southern terminal
Period

Ferry Departures

PCUs

Average Ferry
Dwell Time

Per Hour

Per Day

Per Ferry

Per Hour

Per Day

Weekday

4.1

58.2

23.9

99

1,387

5 min 33 sec

Saturday

2.3

32.7

27.0

63

877

5 min 14 sec

Sunday

2.0

18.3

32.7

67

529

5 min 26 sec

3.2.4

The above tables indicate that during the survey period the ferry service was recorded to
carry on average around 100 PCUs per hour in each direction during a weekday, and
around 60-65 PCUs per hour in each direction on a weekend day 8. The PCU capacity of
the ferry service is subject to a number of factors, such as the demand for the service, the
mix of vehicles carried on each service, and the time of day.

3.2.5

It is noted that during weekday operating conditions with two ferries operating and without
influence of any unplanned incidents affecting ferry services (with the exception of a
reduced level of service due to the life extension works occurring at the time of the
surveys), the surveys indicate that around five ferry departures were made per hour (from
each terminal), with an average service rate of approximately 130 PCUs per hour in each
direction, and with an average maximum capacity of 33.2 PCUs per ferry. One service
was recorded to carry 44.5 PCUs.

3.2.6

On average, a slightly higher level of traffic (in PCUs) boards the ferry at the northern
terminal than does at the southern terminal. In terms of actual vehicle numbers, the
volumes recorded were quite similar.

8

Noting that a single-vessel service operates on weekends.
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3.2.7

Figure 3-1 to Figure 3-3 show the average hourly traffic volume (in PCUs) carried by the
ferry service during a weekday, Saturday and Sunday. As can be seen from these figures,
the volume of traffic serviced by the ferry generally reflects typical road network AM and
PM peak hours during a weekday, while relatively consistent demand occurs on weekend
days.

Figure 3-1

Average hourly departure volume (PCU) by time - weekday
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Average hourly departure volume (PCU) by time - Saturday
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Figure 3-3

Average hourly departure volume (PCU) by time - Sunday
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3.2.8

In terms of the mixture of various vehicle types, Figure 3-4 to Figure 3-6 show the
breakdown of vehicles using the ferry service by classification 9 on a weekday, Saturday
and Sunday respectively. As shown, there are a high proportion of heavy vehicles using
the ferry during weekdays. It should be noted that in terms of PCU calculations, larger
vehicles take up much greater physical space on board each ferry service than their PCU
value may suggest, as well as within the waiting areas.

3.2.9

On weekends, the number of heavy vehicles declines significantly and the vast majority of
vehicles is comprised of either passenger cars or light goods vehicles (LGVs).

Figure 3-4

Typical ferry vehicle classification (north and south combined) - weekday
Other
4%
HGV
14%
LGV
19%

9

Car
63%

OGV1 and OGV2 vehicles are included in the same category (HGV).
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Figure 3-5

Typical ferry vehicle classification (north and south combined) - Saturday
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Figure 3-6

Typical ferry vehicle classification (north and south combined) - Sunday
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Other
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Car
88%

3.2.10

Further to the above, the surveys indicated that the southern terminal attracted a slightly
higher proportion of HGV’s than the northern terminal. On an average weekday, 17% of
vehicles boarding at the southern terminal were HGV’s compared to 12% at the northern
terminal. In terms of absolute numbers, this equates to an average of around 47 more
HGV’s boarding at the southern terminal, per weekday.

3.2.11

A closer review of the volume data for HGVs indicates that on average there are almost
twice as many articulated vehicles (vehicles classed as “OGV2”) boarding at the southern
terminal than at the northern terminal. The recorded articulated vehicle volume on each
day of the survey is shown in Figure 3-7, demonstrating the differential between those
boarding the ferry at northern terminal versus the southern terminal. This trend was
observed on both weekdays and weekend days.

3.2.12

It should be noted that the reason for this differential is likely to be due at least in part to
the 4.0m height restriction that is in place for the northbound tunnel bore of the Blackwall
Tunnel (no such height restriction exists for the southbound tunnel bore). A number of
HGVs over 4.0m in height that use the Woolwich Ferry are believed to do so because they
are unable to use the Blackwall Tunnel in a northbound direction. Given the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel (discussed further in Section 4.6) will be capable of accommodating
these larger vehicles; there may be a reduced heavy vehicle reliance on the ferry service
in future.
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Figure 3-7

Daily articulated vehicle (OGV2) boardings – northern and southern
terminals
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3.2.13

In addition to the day of the week, the types of vehicles using the Woolwich Ferry also
vary across a typical day. Figure 3-8 to Figure 3-10 have been prepared to show the
variation in the classification of vehicles carried by the ferry service over a weekday,
Saturday and Sunday, respectively.
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Figure 3-8

Vehicle classification by hour of day (north and south combined) - weekday
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Figure 3-9

Vehicle classification by hour of day (north and south combined) - Saturday
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Figure 3-10

Vehicle classification by hour of day (north and south combined) - Sunday
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3.2.14

As shown, private cars comprise less than 60% of the total vehicles carried by the ferry
between 7:00am and 2:00pm on a weekday, with the remaining 40% comprised equally of
LGV’s and HGV’s. On Saturdays the ferry carries a higher proportion of cars, but also a
proportion of heavy vehicles particularly in the morning and early afternoon. Private cars
comprise around 85-90% of all vehicles during all periods of a Sunday.

3.2.15

Lastly, the ferry service was recorded to carry an average of approximately 930
pedestrians per weekday and Saturday, and some 535 on a Sunday. On any day of the
week, the service carried an average of 30-35 pedestrians per hour, with a comparable
number travelling north and south. Table 3-3 provides a summary of the average daily
bicycle and pedestrian volumes currently using the ferry service 10.

Table 3-3

Average bicycle and pedestrian volumes
Period

Hourly

Daily

3.2.16

10

North Terminal

South Terminal

Bicycles

Pedestrians

Bicycles

Pedestrians

Weekday

3 per hour

32 per hour

2 per hour

35 per hour

Saturday

2 per hour

32 per hour

3 per hour

35 per hour

Sunday

5 per hour

34 per hour

4 per hour

33 per hour

Weekday

35 per day

445 per day

27 per day

486 per day

Saturday

34 per day

442 per day

38 per day

488 per day

Sunday

37 per day

275 per day

30 per day

260 per day

In addition to the information presented above, the surveys also investigated three specific
components of the operation of both ferry terminals, being; occupancy of each vehicle

Unlike motor vehicles, the life extension works occurring during the survey period would not have had a significant effect on the
number of cyclist and pedestrians using the service, as they are not subject to any queues.
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queuing area, overall length of queue on approach to each terminal, and typical vehicle
wait times. These are summarised below.

3.3

Survey findings - northern terminal

3.3.1

Detailed findings from the surveys conducted at the northern ferry terminal are presented
in Appendix A of this report.

3.3.2

The following key findings were identified:
-

The queuing of vehicles was observed to frequently occur outside of the waiting area
and into Pier Road, potentially impacting on the through movement of non-ferry traffic.

-

The waiting area itself is currently not used to its full capacity, indeed, it was apparent
that only a single lane of queuing was utilised during most parts of the day with the
exception of periods during the weekday PM peak. More efficient use of the available
capacity could potentially reduce the occurrence of queuing onto Pier Road.

-

Wait times for the ferry service are generally higher on a weekend compared to that
on a weekday, being generally associated with periods where a single-vessel service
was operating rather than issues associated with vehicle demands or queues. Some
increase in the wait time was observed during the midday and PM peak periods,
which coincided with an increase in queue length.

-

Average wait times for cars/LGVs and HGVs were recorded to be relatively similar,
being less than 20 minutes on any given day for all vehicles.

-

Reported incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel (southbound) did not appear to have a
marked impact on the performance of the northern ferry terminal. Rather, the
contributing factors resulting in the queuing of vehicles outside of the designated
waiting areas / into Pier Road appeared to be due to:

-

-

Increases in demand during typical peak periods creating a bigger ‘backlog’
of vehicles

-

Inefficient utilisation of the existing waiting area / queuing lanes, and

-

Incidents or delays in operation of the ferry service.

Overall, it was evident that the waiting area is not able to respond quickly to variations
in demand both hour-by-hour and day-by-day. If the waiting area was able to be
utilised more efficiently throughout any given day, the likelihood of queuing into Pier
Road could be more effectively managed.

3.4

Survey findings - southern terminal

3.4.1

Detailed findings from the surveys conducted at the southern ferry terminal are presented
in Appendix B of this report.

3.4.2

The following key findings were identified:
-

The queuing of vehicles was observed to frequently (on a daily basis) occur outside of
the waiting area and Woolwich Church Street and John Wilson Street impacting on
the movement of non-ferry traffic through the roundabout.

-

The waiting area was observed to be utilised throughout the day, generally to the
greatest extent possible during busy periods. It was observed that the waiting area
could only be used to 60-70% of its physical capacity due to the manoeuvring of
vehicles within the queuing area, as well as the need for vehicles to be ‘held’ on entry
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from the roundabout while vehicles were being loaded onto the ferry, as to not delay
ferry departures.
-

The biggest limitation on the use of the waiting area appeared to be this constant
need to manage the crossover between vehicles being loaded onto the ferry and
vehicles accessing the waiting area, resulting in almost constant queuing between the
crossover conflict point and the roundabout.

-

During peak periods, even if the current waiting area was being utilised, queuing
would still extend beyond the boundaries of the ferry terminal and into Woolwich
Church Street and John Wilson Street, even under ‘normal’ operating conditions.

-

The occurrence of heavy vehicle drivers using the southern terminal as a break / rest
area was evidenced by significantly long ‘wait’ times recorded for these vehicles
during weekday inter peak periods, when compared to cars/LGVs.

-

There was evidence that unplanned closures at the Blackwall Tunnel (northbound)
resulted in increased queuing activity at the southern terminal, however other factors
also resulted in periods of increased queuing activity.

-

Overall, as per the northern terminal, it was observed that the current arrangement is
a limitation to the resilience of the southern terminal in terms of its ability to respond
to frequent changes in demands. Furthermore, demands at the terminal are so great
that the currently available land usable to queue vehicles within is insufficient and full
use of the land would still likely result in ferry queues impacting on the operation of
Woolwich Church Street (A206) and John Wilson Street (A205).

3.5

Impact on Buses

3.5.1

Separate to the above surveys, performance data has been sought from TfL London
Buses in order to clarify impact that the ferry’s operation has on bus services which travel
past both the northern (routes 437 and 474) and southern (routes 161, 177, 180 and 472)
ferry terminals. Based on the outcomes of the traffic survey, operational data for these bus
routes was obtained from the ‘median’ weekday as well as a weekday where queuing
from the ferry terminals was heaviest on average 11.

3.5.2

At the northern terminal, iBus data was sourced for bus routes 473 and 474 travelling
between a bus stop on St Johns’ Church and the bus stop at the North Woolwich Ferry
along Albert Road / Pier Road. Figure 3-11 shows the average bus journey time by hour,
highlighting the period when the ferry is in operation.

3.5.3

As shown, bus journey times generally increase during the time when the ferry is in
operation. Journey times on 13 August 2015, when queuing at the ferry was observed to
be heaviest (on average), were generally longer when compared to the journey times
recorded on 31 July 2015 when the median level queueing at the ferry was observed. On
average, during the period of the ferry’s operation, journey times were 4% higher on the
day with heavier queuing at the ferry.

3.5.4

While journey times were similar on the ‘heavier’ queuing day and the median queuing
day during the PM peak period, there was a noticeable difference during the AM peak
period where average journey times were found to be some 11% higher on the ‘heavier’
day, when compared to the median day.

3.5.5

The fluctuation in bus journey times shown for 13 August 2015 are consistent with the
recorded ferry queue lengths, as presented in Appendix A and specifically Figure A-4,

11

Based on a total of 15 surveyed weekdays.
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suggesting that these journey times are heavily influenced by queuing associated with the
ferry terminal.
Figure 3-11

Bus Route 473/474 – average weekday journey time adjacent to ferry
terminal (31 July and 13 August 2015)

3.5.6

At the southern terminal, iBus data was sourced for bus routes 161, 177, 180 and 772
travelling between bus stops on Francis Street and John Wilson Street / Prowis Street
along Woolwich Church Street. Figure 3-12 shows the average bus journey time by hour,
highlighting the period when the ferry is in operation.

3.5.7

As per the northern terminal, bus journey times generally increase during the time when
the ferry is in operation – particularly during the afternoon peak period. Journey times on
13 August 2015, when queuing at the ferry was observed to be heaviest (on average),
were generally longer when compared to the journey times recorded on 14 July 2015
when the median level queueing at the ferry was observed. On average, during the period
of the ferry’s operation, journey times were 8% higher on the day with heavier queuing at
the ferry.

3.5.8

While journey times were similar on the ‘heavier’ queuing day and the median queuing
day during the AM peak period, there was a large discrepancy during the midday and PM
peak periods. During these respective periods, average journey times were found to be
some 14% and 18% higher on the ‘heavier’ day, when compared to the median day.

3.5.9

The fluctuation in bus journey times shown for 13 August 2015 are consistent with the
recorded ferry queue lengths, as presented in Appendix B and specifically Figure B-10
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(which shows the ferry queue lengths on the same day), suggesting that these journey
times are heavily influenced by queuing associated with the ferry terminal.
Figure 3-12

Bus Route 161/177/180/472 – average weekday journey time adjacent to
ferry terminal (13 and 14 August 2015)
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4.

Future conditions

4.1

Life extension works (Phase 1 & 2)

4.1.1

As stated in Section 1.1, the existing ferry infrastructure has been nearing the end of its
operational life and was in need of major refurbishment and replacement to ensure the
continued safe operation of the service. The current upgrades (‘Phase 1’) were to landside
infrastructure only and were completed in late 2015. This phase involved primarily
refurbishment of the in-river piers and fully overhauling the four link spans (two at each
terminal) which are used by vehicles to board and alight the vessels.

4.1.2

The main focus of the Phase 2 feasibility work has been evaluating options for extending
the life and improving the reliability and efficiency of the three existing vessels. The
feasibility work has also considered all other essential works required to ensure safe and
reliable continued operation to at least 2025, and potentially beyond. It is understood that
the commissioning of two new vessels to replace the three existing vessels is the
preferred option subject to the outcome of a tendering process.

4.1.3

In addition to extending the life of the ferry service, these works have the potential to
increase the services’ vehicle carrying capacity by up to around 30%, by 2018/2019. This
additional capacity is expected to be created through a combination of achieving faster
and more efficient loading/unloading of ferries due to the new infrastructure, as well as the
new vessels being capable of accommodating a higher number of vehicles on average
(35 PCUs to 40 PCUs).

4.1.4

It is important to note that the life extension works are not dependent on any
improvements or upgrades being made to the waiting areas. It may be the case however
that the opportunity to realise the additional capacity provided by the new vessels could
not be fully realised without improvements to the waiting areas first taking place. Further
work will be undertaken in due course to determine if this is the case.

4.2

Demand to use the ferry

4.2.1

As set out in Section 2.3, the current ferry service operates at or close to full capacity in
peak times in both directions. Demand to use the ferry is expected to increase further in
the short- to medium-term as a result of the population and employment growth that is
forecast in east London. The east London sub-region is expected to accommodate the
largest proportion of London’s growth in the period to 2031 including over 300,000 new
homes and 160,000 new jobs.

4.2.2

Table 4-1 shows modelled demand for the Woolwich Ferry in 2012 and 2021, derived
from the River Crossings Highway Assignment Model (RXHAM).

Table 4-1

Modelled demand for the Woolwich Ferry in 2012 and 2021 (PCUs)
Period
AM peak
Inter-peak
PM peak

4.2.3

Direction

2012 base case

Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound

181
170
163
151
183
269

2021 reference
case
230
188
171
158
216
269

% change
+27%
+11%
+5%
+5%
+18%
0%

With the exception of the southbound direction of the PM peak, demand is forecast to
increase in all time periods with an increase of almost 30% forecast in the northbound
direction of the AM peak. This means that the ferry is expected to be operating
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consistently at or above capacity at peak times in future, and this could lead to increased
journey times for users and further delays on the local highway network. This arguably
adds weight to the need to address current issues with the waiting areas and their
associated impacts on the highway network.
4.2.4

In the longer term and in response to the growth that is forecast, the Mayor’s Transport
Strategy (MTS) sets out a programme for investment in river crossings in east London.
Details of the River Crossings Programme and how the Woolwich Ferry fits into this are
set out in Section 4.6 below.

4.3

Potential availability of additional land (southern terminal)
Overview

4.3.1

Immediately to the west of the existing vehicle waiting area at the southern terminal, there
is a plot of land which is currently undeveloped. An active planning consent exists at this
land for a predominantly residential mixed-use development of 204 homes and 738m2 of
commercial floor area, known as Mast Quay ‘Phase 3’. A strip of land which runs along
the southern boundary of this site and into the neighbouring site has been safeguarded for
potential public transport improvements via a s106 agreement between the developer and
RB Greenwich. These two areas of land are shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1

Aerial view showing adjacent land
Mast Quay
‘Phase 3’
(vacant)
2
~5,000m
Mast Quay
‘Phase 1 & 2’
(constructed)

Safeguarded land
2
(vacant) ~ 1,350m

Existing Ferry
waiting area
2
~ 4,500m

Note – Measurements are approximate only. The area of the Mast Quay Phase 3 site excludes the safeguarded land.

4.3.2

Initial consideration has been given to whether the undeveloped land to the west of the
waiting area and/or the safeguarded land could be used in connection with possible
improvements to the ferry waiting area, as detailed below.
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Safeguarded land
4.3.3

The safeguarded land comprises a 10m wide strip of land which runs parallel with the
northern boundary of Woolwich Church Street. This land is located within the Mast Quay
site, and has been safeguarded via a s106 agreement which was ratified on 29 March
2012. The agreement states that the section of land identified:
“shall be landscaped and kept free from built development
construction and encroachment for the purpose of the provision of a
public transport route”

4.3.4

The land was originally safeguarded for use as part of the “Greenwich Waterfront Transit
scheme”, a proposed bus-based transit scheme which is not currently being progressed.
Until such time that it may be required in connection with its originally intended purpose
and subject to agreement with RB Greenwich there is a possibility it could be used in
connection with the Woolwich Ferry service, provided that it can be demonstrated to
improve conditions for public transport services. For the purpose of this study therefore
consideration has been given to options which make use of this safeguarded land.

4.3.5

It is noted that should the safeguarded land be utilised as part of the ferry service, in the
event that the ferry service cease operation in future, this land could then be ‘returned’
and utilised to accommodate an alternate transport scheme.
Mast Quay ‘Phase 3’ site

4.3.6

Planning consent was granted in March 2012 for a residential based development on the
site, representing the third and final phase of the Mast Quay development 12 (planning
application number 10/0161/F). Initial enabling works were commenced on the site in
early 2015 and the planning consent remains live, however significant construction
activities are not yet underway (as of March 2016) and there remains the possibility that
the consent will not be implemented in its current form.

4.3.7

For the purpose of this study therefore consideration has been given to options which
make use of this land, albeit it is acknowledged that these options are unlikely to be
feasible unless the developer opts not to implement the current consent. Further
discussion is required with both the developer and RB Greenwich to confirm whether use
of this land for the purpose of improving the waiting area for the ferry service is potentially
viable.
Potential opportunities for TfL

4.3.8

Given the location of the adjacent site and the safeguarded land, this land separately or
jointly presents strategic opportunities to TfL for improving access to the existing vehicle
waiting area and minimising the impacts of the ferry operation on the local road network.

4.3.9

As explained above, a number of initial options for utilising the land and improve access to
the vehicle waiting area have been identified. The underpinning objective, however, is to
redesign the waiting area and its access to reduce the interaction between the ferry’s
operation and the operation of the adjacent road network. The ability to achieve this
outcome could potentially be significantly improved through utilisation of the adjacent site
and/or the safeguarded land. The potential opportunities initially identified to date are as
follows:
•

12

Option 1 – Utilise safeguarded land

Phases 1 and 2 have been constructed, further to the west.
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The use of the safeguarded land would allow direct access to the existing waiting
area from Woolwich Church Street via the safeguarded land, thus helping to ease
congestion issues at the Woolwich Church Street / John Wilson Street roundabout
and improving efficiency of loading vehicles onto the ferry. The feasibility of such
options would be subject to agreement with RB Greenwich that the safeguarded
land can be used for this purpose.
•

Option 2 – Land ‘swap’ with Mast Quay developer
Another possibility could be the reconfiguration the waiting area by utilising part of
the adjacent site, over and above that which is safeguarded. This would enable the
introduction of a more space efficient one-way flow system. The size of the
existing waiting area could be reduced and the ‘surplus’ land could potentially be
exchanged as part of a land ‘swap’ deal. Although it would mean that the current
planning consent would not be viable, the surplus land released by TfL could
potentially be of higher value to the developer as it fronts the river. An indicative
illustration of this potential scenario is shown in Figure 4-2. Such an opportunity is
unlikely to be feasible unless the developer opts not to implement the current
consent.
It is noted that any land swap scenario must exclude riverside land (currently
under LRS freehold) which accommodates the Thames Path.

Figure 4-2

Potential Land ‘swap’ Scenario
‘Surplus’ TfL land
(~1,600m2)

Additional land required for improved
ferry access / waiting area (~1,600m2)

•

Option 3 – Acquire adjacent site
Acquisition of the entire adjacent site would allow an extension of the existing
waiting area to effectively double the amount of vehicle stacking space, and thus
considerably reduce the likelihood of vehicles queuing on the approaches to the
Woolwich Church Street / John Wilson Street roundabout. The existing access
arrangements could remain as per the current situation, or the safeguarded land
utilised to provide a new access onto Woolwich Church Street. The land area of
the Mast Quay Phase 3 site plus the adjacent safeguarded land is approximately
5,400m2. This opportunity would have a high cost and is unlikely to be viable, but
could be a possibility if the developer opts not to implement the current consent.
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4.4

Other development proposals

4.4.1

In addition to the Mast Quay development, there are a number of other development sites
within the vicinity of the ferry terminal, specifically the northern terminal where planning is
underway for new development at 2-4 Pier Road and at the corner of Store Road and Pier
Road. Both of these sites are at the pre-planning stage, with the development at 2-4 Pier
Road being the more advanced of the two. It is understood that 2-4 Pier Road is seeking
vehicle access and a kerbside indented loading bay in close proximity of the entry to the
ferry vehicle waiting area.

4.5

Other transport projects / programmes
Crossrail

4.5.1

The Crossrail project, currently under construction, includes an underground rail crossing
adjacent the ferry service providing a cross-river connection from Woolwich station to a
new station at Custom House (ExCeL Exhibition Centre). The tunnel boring of this section
of the route was completed in 2014, with above-ground works currently underway at the
northern tunnel portal which is located to the north of the ferry terminal. These works are
expected to continue at least until the end of 2016. Crossrail services are due to
commence operating in 2018.

4.5.2

The alignment of Crossrail in the vicinity of Woolwich Ferry is shown in Figure 4-3. The
project is not expected to have a material effect on the operation of the Woolwich Ferry.

Figure 4-3

Crossrail alignment near Woolwich Ferry
Northern Crossrail
Tunnel Portal

Crossrail Tunnel

Woolwich Ferry
Terminals

Cycle Superhighway 4
4.5.3

Concept designs for the Cycle Superhighway 4 route were first prepared in 2012, which
showed plans for a dedicated two-way cycling lane along the southern side of Woolwich
Church Street, extending around the southern side of the roundabout at John Wilson
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Street, crossing to the north side of Woolwich High Street before terminating adjacent to
the Waterfront Leisure Centre.
4.5.4

The previous concept designs were not progressed, and were anticipated to be revisited
in early 2016, with project delivery expected towards the end of 2017 / early 2018. While
exact specifications of the route and design of Cycle Superhighway 4 have yet to be
confirmed, it is noted that any improvement options associated with the ferry service
should consider the potential for a future route past the southern terminal.
Quietways

4.5.5

The Quietways programme is aimed at providing a network of radial and orbital cycling
routes throughout London, aimed more at recreational cyclists rather than commuters.
The existing Thames Path which passes through the southern ferry terminal is proposed
to become part of a Quietway route that extends between the Cutty Sark and Woolwich.
As such, TfL are currently investigating various options for improving the standard of the
facility for recreational cyclists, noting that the Cycle Superhighway 4 (discussed above)
will be aimed at accommodating commuter cyclists.

4.5.6

In the immediate vicinity of the ferry terminal, TfL (Borough Projects and Programmes)
have engaged Sustrans to investigate potential short and long-term solutions to the
conflict issues particularly for east-west cyclists at the southern ferry terminal, which
currently conflict with vehicles embarking and disembarking ferry services.

4.5.7

While the scope of that study is outside of this report, there is an expectation that
recommendations that are made as part of the study as well as any physical modifications
made to the cycling route / crossing must be considered and be incorporated if possible
into the development of the wider waiting area improvement options. In light of this,
consideration has been given to east-west pedestrian movements at the southern terminal
in the development of potential options.

4.6

River Crossings Programme

4.6.1

The Mayor’s Transport Strategy identifies the need for a package of new river crossings in
east London to reduce pressure on existing crossings and to address existing problems
and help deliver future growth and regeneration in the sub-region. This package includes:
•

The Silvertown Tunnel scheme, to provide congestion relief to the Blackwall Tunnel.
This scheme involves the construction of a new road tunnel adjacent to the Blackwall
Tunnel, and the introduction of user charging at both the Blackwall and Silvertown
Tunnels. Subject to Government approval, the scheme could completed by 2023.

•

New fixed-link crossings at Gallions Reach and Belvedere, to provide new
connections and enable growth. These schemes are less advanced than the
Silvertown Tunnel..

These are discussed in greater detail below.
Silvertown Tunnel scheme
4.6.2

The Silvertown Tunnel would comprise a new dual two-lane connection between the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach on Greenwich Peninsula and the Tidal Basin Roundabout
junction on the A1020 Lower Lea Crossing/Silvertown Way by means of twin tunnel bores
under the River Thames and associated approach roads.

4.6.3

As part of the scheme, a free-flow user charge is proposed on both the Blackwall and
Silvertown Tunnels. This would play a fundamental part in managing traffic demand and
support the financing of the construction and operation of the Silvertown Tunnel.
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4.6.4

The Silvertown Tunnel scheme is aimed at providing additional cross-river capacity and
connectivity, thereby benefitting users of both the Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels by:
-

Reducing congestion

-

Reducing the frequency of incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel

-

Improving resilience in the event of closures of the Blackwall Tunnel

4.6.5

While the scheme would result in some changes to trip distribution across east and southeast London, it is not expected to have a significant effect on either of the adjacent river
crossings – namely the Woolwich Ferry (to the east) and the Rotherhithe Tunnel (to the
west). This is primarily because the crossings are located some distance apart, have
lower capacities and serve largely different catchment areas.

4.6.6

Analysis completed to date indicates that the Silvertown Tunnel could result in some small
changes in demand for the Woolwich Ferry at certain times of the day, but the deterrence
effect of a charge at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels would be largely offset by the
quicker and more reliable journeys possible at these crossings. Whilst demand for the
ferry could increase marginally in quieter periods, during the busiest times demand is
expected to reduce marginally. Overall the analysis indicates that the Silvertown Tunnel
would not have a material impact on the ferry operation and no changes to the Woolwich
Ferry are therefore proposed as part of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.

4.6.7

An application for a DCO for the scheme will be submitted in Spring 2016. The
requirement for a DCO is a result of the classification of the scheme as a Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP). Subject to DCO approval, it is anticipated that the
scheme could be complete by 2023.

4.7

East of Silvertown

4.7.1

In addition to the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, new fixed-link crossings are also planned
further to the east at Gallions Reach and Belvedere. These crossings are critical to
unlocking the development potential of the areas both sides of the Thames and boosting
the local economy by addressing the severance caused by the river in this area. An
extension of the London Overground rail service is also a possibility if an extension to
Barking Riverside is first implemented. Figure 4-4 shows the suite of new river crossings
which could potentially be located in the vicinity of the Woolwich Ferry in the medium- to
long-term future.
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Figure 4-4

Potential East London River Crossings post 2025

4.7.2

Should a new fixed-link crossing be progressed at Gallions Reach, it is expected there
would be a strong case for withdrawal of the ferry service given the close geographic
proximity between the two (around 3km) and the significant additional cross-river capacity
that would be provided. This would create an opportunity for utilising the ferry
infrastructure and associated land for an alternative purpose. The earliest date this
crossing could be delivered is expected to be 2025 and the continued operation of the
Woolwich Ferry is therefore required until at least this time. It should be noted that none of
the proposed new crossings outlined above are yet committed (with the exception of
Crossrail).

4.7.3

On this basis, and given the current operational impacts discussed in Section 2.3, there is
considered a sound case for making improvements to the Woolwich Ferry waiting areas,
particularly at the southern ferry terminal where the impacts on the adjacent highway
network are more acute. Any improvements should aim to address current and future
issues in the short- to medium-term to at least 2025.
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5.

Improvement options

5.1

Objectives, opportunities and constraints

5.1.1

Having regard to the existing operation of the ferry service (discussed in Section 3), and
the future conditions surrounding the ferry terminal (discussed in Section 4), the next
stage of this investigation is to consider the various options that could potentially improve
the efficiency of the Woolwich Ferry vehicle waiting / loading arrangements.

5.1.2

There are three key aspirational objectives of the investigation, as follows:
•

Firstly, any waiting area improvements should result in a reduction of the occurrence
or severity of vehicle queuing impacts associated with the Woolwich Ferry on the
operation of the surrounding road network.

•

Secondly, there is a need to maximise the efficiency of ferry unloading and loading by
minimising any delays due to internal vehicle conflict or inefficient use of the waiting
areas.

•

Finally, there is a need to improve the current conditions around each ferry terminal to
identify and remove (where possible) vehicle conflict points, and facilitate the safe
movements between ferry vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians both accessing ferry
services and within the immediate vicinity of the terminals.

5.1.3

Due to the nature of the ferry service / terminals and the available land and road
connections, a number of challenges exist in determining options which achieve all of
these objectives.

5.1.4

The financial costs associated with the delivery of any improvement options will also be of
particular consideration in light of the potential withdrawal of the ferry service as the TfL
River Crossings Programme is developed. Based on the current programme, the
improvement works would have an approximate lifespan of around ten years depending
on date of implementation.

5.1.5

In consideration of the existing conditions within and surrounding both ferry terminals,
there are a number of opportunities and constraints that have been identified as part of
these investigations undertaken as part of the study, which are set out in Table 5-1 and
Table 5-2, respectively.

Table 5-1

Waiting area improvements – opportunities
Opportunity

Northern
Terminal

Southern
Terminal

Potential for new vessels to be operating by 2018/19, which could
increase capacity by up to 30%
Adjacent safeguarded land potentially available to be utilised
Undeveloped land adjacent to existing waiting area potentially
available for use
Cycle Superhighway 4 route and Quietway improvements proposed
in vicinity of the site
Local boroughs supportive on addressing issues
Bus operators supportive of improving conditions around ferry
terminals
Local road improvement works already in the process of being
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designed by TfL Road Space Management
Store Road recently connected through to Albert Road as part of
Crossrail works
Terminal and vehicle waiting area located away from highway
network and therefore impact on ‘external’ traffic is less critical.

Table 5-2

Waiting area improvements - constraints
Constraint

Northern
Terminal

Southern
Terminal

Availability of land for waiting areas / queuing of vehicles / vehicle
access
Grade differences between Woolwich Church Street and waiting
area
Continued access required to ambulance depot
Impacts on vehicle access to Mast Quay development
Need to retain bus service / operation via Pier Road to and from the
bus terminal
A consideration for the potential removal or downgrading of ferry
service in future
Financial costs associated with works

5.1.6

On the basis of the objectives, opportunities and constraints associated with the northern
and southern ferry terminals, and the existing traffic conditions in the vicinity of either
terminal, a number of potential improvement options were developed for initial discussion
and investigation. These options involved consideration of both changes to traffic
management as well as physical modifications, or a combination of both, and sought to
maximise the efficiency of the services’ operation rather than completely mitigate all of the
current operational issues.

5.1.7

The initial set of concept options were subject to a number of internal discussions, as
summarised below.

5.2

Internal Workshop – September 2015

5.2.1

As described in Section 4.4, there are a number of current and future projects being led by
TfL that are located nearby or are impacted on by the Woolwich Ferry. Given the number
of internal teams within TfL who therefore have an interest in any potential works at the
ferry and immediate surrounds, an internal workshop was held on 8 September 2015 to
present and discuss the various options being considered. The objective of the workshop
was to discuss any general points associated with each ferry terminal / option so that the
options could be refined further.

5.2.2

Attendees included representatives from a number of internal TfL teams including
Planning Projects, Strategy and Outcome Planning, Borough Projects and Programmes,
Road Space Management, Consents, Capital Development, and Operational Property.
London River Services and Briggs Marine were also represented at the workshop. A copy
of the workshop minutes, including a list of attendees, is provided in Appendix C.
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5.2.3

Apart from a discussion of each individual option which have been incorporated in to the
presentation of the various options below, the main points coming from the workshop are
summarised as follows:
-

The current ferry life extension works will likely result in a small increase in service
capacity, however the ability to achieve this will largely be limited without improved
vehicle management, particularly at the southern terminal.

-

The provision of improved signage on approaches to the ferry terminals under any of
the improvement option is considered appropriate. However, any signage should be
developed as to not attract additional traffic to the area.

-

The complicated nature of the ferry’s operation means that ‘conventional’ methods of
traffic control (e.g. traffic signals) may result in the creation additional issues / delays
that don’t currently exist which should be avoided.

-

Limiting traffic to enter the southern terminal from a single approach only may create
traffic issues elsewhere on the network.

-

Bicycle and pedestrian safety immediately interfacing each terminal must be
considered in any option, noting that the current environment is considered to be substandard and unsafe. This includes general pedestrian / cycling movements near the
ferry terminals and those who are boarding / disembarking the ferry service.

-

Access to the ambulance depot at the southern terminal may possibly be able to be
re-routed via Glass Yard.

5.3

Meeting with Local Boroughs – November 2015

5.3.1

As key stakeholders, TfL met with representatives of both the RB Greenwich and LB
Newham at the Woolwich Ferry site office on 13th November 2015. A copy of the meeting
minutes is provided in Appendix D.

5.3.2

In addition to discussions on the current status of the life extension works and the wider
River Crossings Programme, each option was presented and discussed. The main points
arising from the workshop can be summarised as follows:
-

General support was offered for any options which reduce impacts on the adjacent
road networks.

-

Two additional options not previously considered were raised during the course of the
meeting, these being:
•

Southern terminal: modifying / reshaping the existing roundabout to reduce its
size in order to provide more queuing space for vehicles wishing to use the
ferry

•

Northern terminal: implementing a one-way system for ferry vehicles which
would access the ferry from Pier Road (southbound) and egress from Store
Road northbound.

Both options were determined to have merit and are discussed in the below sections
in greater detail.
-

It was agreed that further work would need to be completed in order to progress any
preferred options further, which may include a study into the approach routes taken
by ferry vehicles (in the case of improvement options which restrict entry from certain
directions) and discussions with future operators of any traffic signal / queuing
management systems.
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5.4

TfL bus operations

5.4.1

Separate meetings were also held with TfL Bus Operations area managers for Bexley /
Greenwich and Tower Hamlets / Newham. Both were familiar with the impacts the
Woolwich Ferry regularly has on adjacent bus routes, and are supportive of options which
seek to reduce delays to buses by limiting the interaction between vehicle queues and the
bus route network.

5.4.2

In the case of the southern terminal, a contingency diversion route is in place and
implemented when Woolwich Church Street becomes heavily congested, typically when
an incident occurs at the Blackwall Tunnel. In the case of the northern terminal,
investigations are currently underway for a possible re-routing of bus services via Store
Road to avoid vehicle queuing within Pier Road, which will include undertaking a route
test via Store Road in early 2016.

5.4.3

Further points discussed regarding each individual option have been incorporated in to the
presentation of the various options below.

5.5

Preamble to options

5.5.1

Discussion regarding each improvement option is set out in the following sections, noting
that the options that are discussed in this section are, at this stage, conceptual only. Any
potential changes to road environments will be subject to detailed design, transport
modelling, road safety auditing, and other necessary engineering reviews, approvals, and
detailed costings.

5.5.2

Jacobs have prepared engineering drawings for a number of options for the purposes of
feasibility design and to start developing a more detailed understanding of the benefits
and costs associated with these options. Concept designs and vehicle swept path
assessments are provided at Appendix F, and a summary of the Order of Magnitude cost
estimates is provided at Appendix G.

5.6

Improvement options - northern terminal
Provision of signage on approach to terminal

5.6.1

The first improvement ‘option’ identified at the northern terminal recognises the current
lack of information in the form of signage at and on approaches to the ferry terminal to
advise motorists of current operating conditions at the ferry. Rather than ‘improved
signage’ be an option in itself, it is considered that whichever option is developed further,
considerations for improved signage should be included.

5.6.2

On-site observations indicated that an existing digital sign on entry to the terminal was not
operating, and there is no advance information given to vehicles on approach to the ferry
terminal, including within Pier Road itself.

5.6.3

The objective of this option would be to inform motorists approaching the area of the
ferry’s operation and to provide general information regarding potential delays, therefore
allowing drivers to make an earlier decision as to whether to join the queue and wait for
the service, or to avoid the area completely.

5.6.4

Advice from TfL Road Space Management indicates that there are safety limitations on
the size and type of information displayed on roadside signage. Any messages displayed
therefore would need to be kept to simple information, such as advising if the ferry service
was open or closed.

5.6.5

Signage could be extended further in order to provide better advice to motorists well
before approaching the ferry terminal, in the event of major delays due to heavy demands,
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inclement weather or incident. This may include opportunities to use existing VMS on the
wider road network. However, as was discussed at the internal workshop, there is a need
to ensure that providing this information would not attract more traffic from the alternate
routes. Furthermore, signage which suggests alternate routes for traffic can not be used.
5.6.6

It is anticipated that route signage associated with the ferry will need to be developed as
part of a wider-area signage strategy which takes into consideration (in particular) crossriver HGV movements. Signage would also depend largely on the type of treatment
implemented at the ferry terminal, noting that some of the options investigated below
contemplate limiting access to the ferry from a single approach.

5.6.7

On the basis of the above, it is recommended that a wider review of signage be
undertaken as part of any option to improve the waiting area at the southern terminal.

5.6.8

It is noted that further methods of providing real-time information to ferry uses could
include providing an online webcam feed of the queuing area / approach roads as well as
ferry operation information e.g. number of ferries in service, estimated wait times, etc.
Reference is again made to the Torpoint Ferry, where real-time operation information and
webcams of waiting areas are provided on a dedicated website 13.
Works proposed by TfL Road Space Management

5.6.9

At the time of writing this report, a concept design plan has been prepared by TfL’s Road
Space Management team which details a number of proposed modifications within and
around Pier Road, adjacent to the northern ferry terminal and including the existing
vehicle waiting area. It is understood that this plan have been developed in consultation
with other internal TfL departments and Briggs Marine. In summary, these works include:
-

Modifications at the ferry approach/departure area in order to give priority to vehicles
disembarking the ferry over east-west traffic on Pier Road.

-

Improvements to cyclists and pedestrian access to and from the ferry terminal and
along Pier Road in the vicinity of the site, including removal of existing sub-standard
facilities and provision of cycling and pedestrian facilities to current standards.

-

A general ‘tidying up’ of the road environment around the waiting area and within Pier
Road including adjustments to kerbs, unblocking of drains, etc.

A copy of the most current version of the plan is provided at Appendix E.
5.6.10

While a delivery date for the scheme is not known at this time. However, the plan is
significantly more advanced than any other proposed works in the vicinity of the ferry
terminals, and therefore is considered to represent the “base” conditions at the northern
terminal. It is understood that the planned development of the site at 2-4 Pier Road may
influence the final design, including the provision / location of a pedestrian crossing point
located adjacent to the site which is being sought by TfL.
Option N1 – ‘Assisted’ waiting area management system

5.6.11

13

As identified in Section 3.3, the most critical issue experienced at the northern terminal is
the occurrence of vehicles queues extending beyond the designated waiting area and
approach road and into Pier Road, when lanes within the existing waiting area remain
underutilised. An opportunity to improve the ability of the existing waiting area to be more
efficiently utilised has been identified, with the hope that the frequency and impact of
queuing into Pier Road could be reduced.

See http://www.tamarcrossings.org.uk/, last accessed November 2015
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5.6.12

Observations indicate that the reason for the additional lanes not being utilised is largely
due to the need for the lanes to be manually operated, with on-site traffic marshals having
to move barriers / cones in order to open and close additional lanes within the waiting
area. This is typically only done during the known busiest period, being the weekday
afternoon peak.

5.6.13

Including the pier, approach road and the existing four-lane queuing area, there is
estimated to be sufficient storage within the northern terminal to accommodate
approximately 100 PCUs, or around 3-4 ferry ‘loads’. Under exceptional circumstances
where the waiting area is fully utilised, there may still be some vehicle queuing into Pier
Road, however the frequency and impact of such occurrences would be greatly
decreased if the use of the waiting area was maximised.

5.6.14

A potential option to increase the utilisation of the existing waiting area has been identified
as being through the provision of an automated system to queue and release vehicles
from within the existing waiting area. The option was thought to involve the installation of
overhead gantries to direct vehicles arriving off Pier Road into the waiting area lane-bylane, to be then sequentially released to board the vessel.

5.6.15

The installation of gantries over the queuing lanes would enable each lane to be signed as
either open or closed, with sensor loops or other means of vehicle detection used to
identify when each lane was fully occupied. The first lane would be shown as open
(‘green’ arrow) until full, at which time the next lane is opened. When loading the ferry,
each lane would be released in sequential order.

5.6.16

A similar system in operation at a vehicle ferry service in the UK is at the Torpoint Ferry in
the south-east of Cornwall. An example of the overhead gantry and queuing lane
arrangement at the western terminal of the ferry service is shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1

Example of Overhead Gantry System (Torpoint - Davenport Ferry)

Overhead
gantry on entry

Ferry
queuing
lanes

Overhead
gantry on exit
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5.6.17

It has been however acknowledged that the Woolwich Ferry has limitations in terms of its
service capacity (in terms of HGV loads), and therefore the loading of vehicles from the
waiting area may need some form of manual input from a traffic marshal. A fullyautomated system therefore may not be entirely appropriate at this location.

5.6.18

Fully automated queuing systems which incorporated more sophisticated methods such
as number-plate recognition or queue metering were considered, but determined to be
less compatible with how the ferry is managed, given that some level of manual traffic
marshalling is necessary, as well as being generally over-complicated for the scale of the
ferry’s operation. The system described above (or a similar treatment) is considered to be
the simplest and most effective method of improving the utilisation of the existing waiting
area.

5.6.19

The main objectives of such a system would be to ensure that each lane of the waiting
area is fully occupied before any vehicle queue extends beyond the ferry terminal and into
Pier Road. To this end, the system could be designed so that only the entry movement
into the waiting area is able to be easily managed, allowing traffic marshals to focus on
loading each lane of traffic from the waiting area onto the ferry.

5.6.20

The simplest and most appropriate approach has been determined to be a system similar
to that described as follows (refer to sketch provided in Figure 5-2):
•

A sign with a variable element (or elements) on entry to the waiting area that
displays / advises drivers on arrival to the waiting area which queue lane to join. The
designated open lane can be set remotely by traffic marshal stationed at the ‘head’
of the queuing area. A preceding fixed-plate sign on first entry into the ferry arrival
road (off Pier Road) could also be provided advising drivers to follow the directions
given for which queue to join.

•

The traffic marshal has access to a control panel from where lanes can be opened
and closed as required. If the marshal does not have a clear view to the entry into
the waiting area, a CCTV system (or other method of queue detection) could be
included.

•

The traffic marshal can ‘release’ each lane of traffic manually as is currently the
case, noting the need to manage traffic being fed onto each ferry service.

•

During quiet periods or when the waiting area is not being actively marshalled, the
system would ‘default’ to a single lane remaining open, as occurs currently.

5.6.21

On entry to the ferry waiting area from Pier Road and prior to the four lanes of queuing, a
sign with a variable element or elements positioned adjacent to the entry carriageway
displays an instruction to drivers e.g. “JOIN QUEUE IN LANE *(variable element)*
1/2/3/4”. Only one lane of traffic could be allowed to be opened at once, so that arriving
traffic is given clear direction as to which lane to join.

5.6.22

Such a system therefore allows the traffic marshal to open and close lanes without having
to walk from the head of the queue to the entry lanes in order to do so manually, therefore
reducing the time taken for additional capacity to be created during busy periods. The
system would therefore remove the need for marshals to manually open and close the
lanes, which can be inefficient and time-consuming.

5.6.23

On review of this option, Jacobs have also suggested other potential local traffic
management which could aid in the operation of the system, including:
•

‘Yellow box’ road marking in the area where the single entry lane merges into the
four queuing lanes to encourage vehicles to only queue in marked lanes, and to
keep the area clear to allow for manoeuvring particularly of larger vehicles.
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5.6.24

•

A red signal to stop traffic on entry (just prior to the yellow box marking) so that
traffic does not enter the area between a lane being closed and a new lane being
opened.

•

A speed zone of 10mph from the ferry entry at Pier Road and within the waiting
area.

A potential limitation of such a system is that there is no physical restriction in stopping
drivers joining the correct queue on arrival into the waiting area (ignoring the signage).
Further development of this option, including a trial period, may be useful to determine the
likelihood of such behaviour. Possible treatments could include removable / retractable
bollards or boom gates within each lane.

Figure 5-2

Possible arrangement of queuing management system
Vehicle entry route

CCTV camera
facing entry lanes
‘Yellow box’
marking

Control panel
operated by
traffic marshal

Kerbside sign
with variable
element(s)
Note: Location of infrastructure is shown indicatively only.

5.6.25

The option described above uses the existing lanes and as such the majority of works
would mainly be infrastructure associated with the control panel, variable signage and
CCTV system. An option for an overhead gantry sign has been considered by Jacobs,
however it is considered likely that a roadside sign would be appropriate particularly given
the single traffic lane on approach to the waiting area. A gantry would be more costly due
to its span, height clearance and footing requirements, possibly for limited additional
benefit.

5.6.26

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:

Option N1 - ‘Assisted’ waiting area management system

Advantages

Improves efficiency and allows for better management of existing queuing area,
reducing ‘single lane’ queuing on Pier Road as was observed during the traffic
survey.
Reduces reliance on traffic marshals to manually open and close a waiting area
lane which is inefficient, time consuming and potentially unsafe.

Disadvantages

Loading of HGVs and other larger vehicles may not be able to be automated,
thus management may still be necessary during busy periods.
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Additional queuing
space provided

Nil, but is aimed at maximising the efficiency and utilisation of existing queuing
area.

Cost estimation

Basic system - £50,000-60,000 + VAT
Provision of overhead gantry (for all four signs) estimated in the order of
£200,000 + VAT.

Option N2a – Modify Pier Road to one-way (west to east) / divert bus routes via
Store Road
Option N2b – Divert bus routes via Store Road
5.6.27

As described previously, the impacts on the surrounding road network are due to vehicles
queuing beyond the ferry waiting area and into Pier Road. This affects non-ferry vehicles,
including bus services, from travelling from north to west along Pier Road which are
unable to pass the queued traffic, and themselves becoming part of the queue.

5.6.28

The following option recognises this impact, and seeks to utilise an opportunity created by
a new road connection between Store Road / Factory Road through to Albert Road,
located to the north of the ferry terminal. The location of this new connection is shown in
Figure 5-3. Up until recently, vehicles seeking to access the bus terminal or further to the
west of the ferry terminal would need to travel via Pier Road, past the terminal itself.

Figure 5-3

Store Road / Factory Road and Albert Road – new road connection

Ferry Terminal

5.6.29

14

There is considered to be an opportunity to completely separate ferry and non-ferry traffic
by restricting Pier Road to a one-way road in the west to east direction between Store
Road and the entry to the ferry queuing area 14, as is shown in the conceptual diagram
prepared by Jacobs and reproduced in Figure 5-4. Vehicles exiting the ferry service would

Two-way flow in Pier Road should be maintained to allow access to a new development site located at 2-4 Pier Road.
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still be permitted to turn left or right at Pier Road once disembarking from the ferry, noting
that Store Road is currently one-way in the southbound direction, and this would not be
proposed to be changed.
5.6.30

While this option does not directly address queuing issues associated with the ferry itself,
it seeks to reduce such impacts by directing non-ferry traffic into the precinct via a
different route, noting that there is no ‘destination’ between Pier Road and Store Road
with the exception of the bus terminal and the ferry terminal.

Figure 5-4

Option N2 – Conversion of Pier Road to one-way (prepared by Jacobs)

5.6.31

Notwithstanding the above, it is highly reasonable to expect that as local drivers become
aware of the new connection at Store Road, they are more likely to utilise it rather than
Pier Road. Excluding traffic associated with future development, under present-day
conditions it is possible that the only traffic that needs to use Pier Road are either buses
accessing the bus terminal, or traffic associated with the ferry. All other local traffic can
access the precinct via Store Road / Factory Road.

5.6.32

Reducing Pier Road to accommodate one-way traffic could allow for the reallocation of
road space for other purposes, such as providing additional bicycle facilities, or expanding
the vehicle waiting area. These opportunities have not been explored further at this stage.

5.6.33

Under this arrangement, or as a stand-alone option, bus route nos. 473/474 would need to
be re-routed via Store Road in the eastbound direction. The diverted route would result in
eastbound buses avoiding vehicle queues on Pier Road, as demonstrated in Figure 5-5.
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The diversion of the bus route would need to include a relocation / removal of an existing
bus stop on Albert Road 15).
5.6.34

A swept-path assessment has been undertaken by Jacobs to demonstrate the diverted
bus on route no. 473/474 accessing the bus terminal via Store Road (as shown in Figure
5-4 and Figure 5-5). A more detailed figure showing the left turn movement from Store
Road into Pier Road is shown in Figure 5-6.

5.6.35

It was confirmed in discussions held with the TfL Bus Operations’ area manager that
preliminary works have already been undertaken to investigate the suitability of diverting
buses via Store Road. It is understood that a ‘live’ bus test of the diverted route, as shown
in Figure 5-5, is planned to be undertaken.

Figure 5-5

Option N2b – Potential diversion of bus route 473/474 – eastbound direction
only

Bus stop (eastbound)
Roebourne Way - Stop E

Bus terminal

Current bus route
Modified bus route

15

Roebourne Way (Stop E), stop ID: 52416.
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Figure 5-6

5.6.36

Option N2b – Swept Path Assessment – Store Road / Pier Road (prepared
by Jacobs)

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:

Option N2a – Modify Pier Road to one-way / divert bus routes via Store Road
Option N2b – Divert bus routes via Store Road

Advantages

Separation of ferry and non-ferry traffic on Pier Road lessens the impact of
congestion, and thus reduces delays to bus services due to vehicle queues.
Makes better use of surrounding road network – due to the reopening of Store Road
/ Factory, there is no reason for non-ferry traffic to travel west on Pier Road past the
ferry terminal.
Pier Road could be narrowed past the ferry terminal allowing for more queuing
space or improved bicycle / pedestrian facilities.

Disadvantages

Does not offer any improvements to vehicle queues associated with the ferry itself.
Requires an existing bus stop to be removed or relocated.
Access to the future development site at 2-4 Pier Road must be determined and
allowed for.

Additional
queuing space
provided

Nil.

Cost
estimation

£15,000-25,000 + VAT, excluding any operating costs associated with modifying the
bus route
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Option N3 – Modify Pier Road to one-way (east to west)
5.6.37

As noted previously, an additional option was raised at the meeting with the Boroughs
where Pier Road could be modified to be one-way from east to west. Ferry vehicles would
enter via Pier Road as per the current arrangement, and would egress from the ferry via
Store Road. The benefit of this option is lessening the reliance on the signalised junction
of Albert Road / Pier Road which currently accommodates all ferry vehicles both entering
and exiting the terminal, which results in localised congestion.

5.6.38

In order to implement this change, the following points were noted by LB Newham:
-

Pier Road immediately south of Albert Road would need to remain two-way to allow
safe access/egress to the Police Station.

-

Store Road would need to be modified to allow for two-way flow, or the one-way flow
of traffic be reversed from southbound (as per existing) to northbound. The
intersection of Store Road / Pier Road would likely also need to be remodelled or reprioritised to ensure vehicles can egress from the ferry without any delays.

-

Due to the level of traffic exiting the ferry via Store Road, it is likely that the
intersection of Albert Road / Store Road would need to be signalised.

-

The diversion of any traffic further west (e.g. via North Woolwich Road) would likely
result in the need for mitigating works to ensure roads are capable of accommodating
additional traffic.

-

Store Road would need to be modified to allow for two-way flow, or the one-way flow
of traffic be reversed from southbound (as per existing) to northbound.

5.6.39

While this option allows for the separation of vehicles entering and exiting the ferry
terminal, the impact on bus services essentially remains the same as per existing
arrangements. Furthermore, there are potential further delays added should an additional
signalised junction be implemented at the Albert Road / Store road intersection.

5.6.40

On balance, it is considered that the option to modify Pier Road to one-way in the westeast direction presents a greater benefit to the local network and to bus services in
particular.

5.7

Improvement options - southern terminal
Provision of signage on approach to terminal

5.7.1

As per the northern terminal, the first improvement ‘option’ identified at the southern
terminal recognises the current lack of information in the form of signage at and on
approaches to the ferry terminal to advise motorists of current operating conditions at the
ferry. Rather than ‘improved signage’ be an option in itself, it is considered that whichever
option is developed further, considerations for improved signage should be included.

5.7.2

On-site observations indicated that an existing digital sign on entry to the terminal was
malfunctioning. Furthermore, signs stating “One-hour delay” were manually placed at the
entry to the waiting area (e.g. within the terminal itself) at the discretion of the on-site
traffic marshal. Motorists were also observed to leave their vehicles and ask the traffic
marshal how long the wait would be, before either re-joining the queue or leaving the
queue and seeking an alternate route.

5.7.3

The objective of this option would be to inform motorists approaching the area of the
ferry’s operation and to provide general information regarding potential delays, therefore
allowing drivers to make an earlier decision as to whether to join the queue and wait for
the service, or to avoid the area completely.
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5.7.4

Advice from TfL Road Space Management indicates that there are safety limitations on
the size and type of information displayed on roadside signage. Any messages displayed
therefore would need to be kept to simple information, such as advising if the ferry service
was open or closed.

5.7.5

Signage could be extended further in order to provide better advice to motorists well
before approaching the ferry terminal, in the event of major delays due to heavy demands,
inclement weather or incident. This may include opportunities to use existing VMS on the
wider road network. However, as was discussed at the internal workshop, there is a need
to ensure that providing this information would not attract more traffic from the alternate
routes. Furthermore, signage which suggests alternate routes for traffic can not be used.

5.7.6

Thought was also given to the usefulness of providing more detailed information on
approach to the Woolwich area such as providing estimates of wait times; however this
would require a detailed, consistent, and reliable method of measuring the ferry’s
operation. Under the existing arrangement and as discussed in Section 3.4, the wait times
can vary significantly and are not easily predictable or measurable.

5.7.7

It is anticipated that route signage associated with the ferry will need to be developed as
part of a wider-area signage strategy which takes into consideration (in particular) crossriver HGV movements. Signage would also depend largely on the type of treatment
implemented at the ferry terminal, noting that some of the options investigated below
contemplate limiting access to the ferry from a single approach.

5.7.8

On the basis of the above, it is recommended that a wider review of signage be
undertaken as part of any option to improve the waiting area at the southern terminal.

5.7.9

It is noted that further methods of providing real-time information to ferry uses could
include providing an online webcam feed of the queuing area / approach roads as well as
ferry operation information e.g. number of ferries in service, estimated wait times, etc.
Reference is again made to the Torpoint Ferry, where real-time operation information and
webcams of waiting areas are provided on a dedicated website 16.
Option S1 – Reverse of vehicle flow within existing waiting area

5.7.10

This option seeks to directly address the existing internal conflict point and resolve the
issue where vehicles currently cannot enter and exit the waiting area simultaneously. It
does so by reversing the flow of traffic from the counter-clockwise to a clockwise direction.
This modification would allow traffic to be freely driven into the waiting area at all times,
uninhibited by vehicles exiting the waiting area as currently occurs. As a result, the
existing waiting area can be much more efficiently utilised and therefore reducing the
occurrence and duration of vehicles queuing through the roundabout.

5.7.11

A concept drawing of this option has been prepared by Jacobs and is provided at
Appendix F, with an excerpt shown in Figure 5-7. As shown, the vehicle swept path
indicates that a large area of the existing waiting area would need to be set aside to
ensure that the manoeuvre from the ferry approach road can be taken safely by (up to and
including) 16.5m long articulated vehicles. Furthermore, the pier would need to be
widened at its entry to accommodate vehicle movements as well as providing a route for
the Thames Path / Quietway.

5.7.12

Due to these modifications to allow for vehicles to be able to turn comfortably into the
waiting area, the capacity of the existing waiting area would need to be reduced in size,
resulting in a reduction of available storage of some 25m (4 PCUs).

16

See http://www.tamarcrossings.org.uk/, last accessed November 2015
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Figure 5-7

Option S1 - Reverse of vehicle flow within existing waiting area

5.7.13

The option achieves the key objective of removing the current conflict point, with vehicles
arriving at the terminal able to immediately join the back of the queue to board the ferry
rather than being stopped. Any queuing back to the roundabout that occurs under this
option would be due to the waiting area being at capacity, rather than traffic being held up
in order to load the next ferry service. The option thereby ensures maximum use of the
available waiting area, resulting in a storage area of some 81 PCUs (2-3 ferry loads) that
can be loaded onto each ferry uninhibited 17.

5.7.14

As shown in Appendix F, this option would necessitate the provision of an extension to the
ferry bridge structure between the waiting area and the pier in order to provide enough
room to accommodate turning vehicles as well as an east-west pedestrian / cycle path.
Without this additional structure, the option would not be capable of accommodating
simultaneous entry and exit to/from the waiting area, as such not improve the current
situation.

5.7.15

As per the initial recommendations provided by Sustrans, a signalised crossing point at
the base of the pier has been incorporated into the concept design to accommodate
pedestrians / bicycles crossing movements (at the Thames Path / Quietway).
Furthermore, it has been observed that there is no easy solution within this option to
accommodate bicycles wishing to access the ferry directly from the roundabout 18. The two
options for this are to – (a) direct bicycles to turn left through a designated path in the
waiting area and board the ferry as per the general vehicle route, or (b) access the ferry
via the Quietway and walk their bicycles via the pedestrian path located on the eastern
side of the pier.

5.7.16

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:

17
18

Excluding additional queuing space along the northern side of the waiting area and on the ferry pier itself.
Noting that bicycles do not need to join the vehicle queue, but instead can access the ferry directly from the roundabout.
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Option S2 - Reverse of vehicle flow and queuing within existing waiting area
Advantages

Allows vehicles to freely enter the existing waiting area instead of being held
after exiting from the roundabout.
Provides for more efficient use of the waiting area with less management of
entering vehicles required.
Relocating crossing point for pedestrians/cyclists may allow for it to be fully
controlled, replacing the currently uncontrolled crossing movements.

Disadvantages

Allowances made for vehicles to undertake the left turn into the waiting area
means that space for pedestrians and cyclists will reduce, as well as leading to
a reduction in available queuing space. This occurs even with the provision of
an extension to the existing bridge deck, which has been found to be necessary
to allow entry/exit movements to occur simultaneously.
The financial cost associated with the new pier structure may make the option
cost-prohibitive.
Larger vehicles required to take tighter turning movements which may result in
pavement maintenance issues. It is also likely that a number of queuing lanes
will not be useable by some vehicles (particularly the southernmost lanes) due
to the tightness of the turn into the waiting area.
Cyclists entering the ferry service from the roundabout would need to be safely
managed.

Additional
queuing space
provided
Cost
estimation

Potential reduction in existing queuing area by approximately 25m (4 PCUs)

£1,122,000 + VAT

(see note)
Note: Refer to detailed estimation at Appendix F, including all relevant allowances and exclusions.

Option S2 – Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church Street
5.7.17

This option was developed as a means of separating ferry and non-ferry traffic on
approach to and within the roundabout, and therefore reducing the ‘blocking’ of traffic
through the roundabout which currently occurs. It would achieve this by permanently
allocating the kerbside lane on the Woolwich Church Street west approach, requiring all
ferry traffic to approach from the west. A concept drawing of this option has been
prepared by Jacobs and is provided at Appendix F, with an excerpt shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8

Option S2 – Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church
Street

5.7.18

In order to ensure that the allocated lane is enforced, a physical kerb has been shown to
prevent vehicles accessing the ferry from the south or east. It is recognised that this could
create additional problems such as the potential for a lane blockage due to a broken down
vehicle. However, without the physical separation, there is opportunity for vehicles to ‘cut
in’ to the ferry approach queue.

5.7.19

In order to avoid these issues, thought was also given to a temporary arrangement where
the ferry lane is implemented only during periods of heavy use (e.g. where an incident
occurs at the Blackwall Tunnel). It was considered that this would be a much more
‘flexible’ solution, however creates issues in its own, such as how and when the lane is
implemented as well as a limited ability to stop drivers ignoring the lane allocation without
some sort of physical barrier in place. A temporary lane allocation is likely to be confusing
to drivers, especially if there is no routine to when the lane could be implemented. It was
considered that a permanent solution would be more practical.

5.7.20

This option would be subject to further review including traffic modelling in light of the
displacement of ferry traffic which must all now access the ferry from the west. Vehicles
approaching from the east or south would need to either change their route well in
advance of the ferry, or alternatively arrive at the roundabout and continue west along
Woolwich Church Street and performing a U-turn at either Frances Street (signalised
junction) or Warspite Road (roundabout), located some 550m and 1.1km from the ferry
terminal in a single direction. Larger vehicles are expected to be only able to U-turn at the
Warspite Road roundabout.

5.7.21

Alternate locations for additional turning points along Woolwich Church Street were
considered, including specifically the potential to provide a roundabout at the junction of
Woolwich Church Street and Prospect Vale (located some 800m to the west of the ferry
terminal). Given the diameter required to accommodate the turning movement of large
vehicles such as HGVs, the proximity of a rail bridge and pedestrian underpass, and an
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offset alignment with the northern approach to the junction (Dockyard Industrial Estate); a
roundabout at this location was considered infeasible without substantial highway works
being first required. Other intersections between John Wilson Street and Warspite Road
were also examined for the potential opportunity to cater for U-turning vehicles but the
availability of land was a key constraint at each location.
5.7.22

Further studies are likely to be necessary to determine both the number of ferry vehicles
that would likely perform a U-turn movement on Woolwich Church Street (at Francis
Street or Warspite Road), as well as the impact of this additional traffic volumes would
have on Woolwich Church Street and surrounding local streets both in terms of traffic
movement and safety.

5.7.23

As shown in the concept drawing for this option (Appendix F), local access to the
ambulance station has been retained, noting that a potential opportunity exists for the
ambulance to access the depot via Glass Yard, as opposed to the ferry approach road.

5.7.24

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:
Option S2 - Shared traffic lane (permanent / temporary) using existing lanes on Woolwich
Church Street

Advantages

Separates ferry queuing from general traffic movements
Queuing of traffic in a single lane / approach would be simpler to measure and
therefore manage.
Requires a relatively small amount of work to implement.

Disadvantages

Requires all ferry traffic to access the site from the west, and therefore has the
potential to create other issues due to the diversion of traffic as well was
environmental implications due to longer journeys.
Single queue lane may result in a need to remove the existing bus stop on
Woolwich Church Street.
Reduction of one approach lane to the roundabout (for non-ferry traffic) may
impact on delay and congestion on the network.
May result in initial confusion from existing ferry users who approach the ferry
from the south or west – this option would require a signage strategy to be
developed and in place before it is implemented.
Potentially impacts on roundabout operation so that vehicles exiting the ferry
have less opportunity to enter the roundabout from the north approach.

Additional
queuing space
provided

Nil.

Cost
estimation

£100,000 + VAT

(see note)
Note: Refer to detailed estimation at Appendix F, including all relevant allowances and exclusions.

Option S3 – Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area
5.7.25

The following options have been developed on an assumption that (a) the safeguarded
land is made available for use in support of the ferry service. Decision on these matters is
subject to further discussion between TfL and the Royal Borough of Greenwich.
Notwithstanding, Option S3 and S4 have been developed to demonstrate how
safeguarded land may be maximised in support of the ferry service and thus be used to
their highest and best use under the current conditions.
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5.7.26

This option was conceived on a similar basis as to Option S2, however instead of
allocating existing road space on Woolwich Church Street exclusively to ferry traffic, utilise
the safeguarded land instead for a similar purpose. The option directs traffic wishing to
access the ferry to approach on Woolwich Church Street from the west and merge let
immediately following the Mast Quay access, via a new connection to the existing waiting
area via the safeguarded land.

5.7.27

A concept drawing of this option has been prepared by Jacobs and is provided at
Appendix F with an excerpt shown in Figure 5-9, and shows that directing the traffic to
enter the waiting area from this direction essentially allows for a more ‘direct’ approach to
the waiting area by removing the conflict point as well as complex manoeuvres on
approach to or within the waiting area.

Figure 5-9

Option S3 – Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

5.7.28

Under this option, vehicles would not be permitted to access the ferry terminal via the
roundabout. As per Option S2, all ferry traffic would need to access the waiting area from
the west via an alternate route.

5.7.29

The concept that has been prepared (Appendix F) shows the land required to ensure that
the capacity of the existing waiting area is retained (approximately 85 PCUs), leaving a
triangular-shaped parcel of land which could be retained for the potential use of staff
parking or additional ferry queuing (suitable for smaller vehicles only).

5.7.30

During periods where the waiting area is not typically staffed, vehicles could be directed
into the two centre lanes of the queuing area (with other lanes closed by barriers / cones),
with all eight queuing lanes only utilised when traffic marshals are on-site.

5.7.31

Given the potential reduction of traffic / congestion at the roundabout, there may be
opportunities to introduce bus priority measures in the eastbound direction which could be
explored further as part of this option. Such measures could mitigate the utilisation of the
safeguarded land which it is acknowledged was originally set aside for a public transport
scheme.
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5.7.32

The existing waiting area is situated within a Flood Zone 3. Existing flood defence in the
form of a retaining wall is located between Woolwich Church Street and the existing
waiting area. Under the option described above, no changes are proposed to the retaining
wall and the proposed entry road off Woolwich Church Street is expected to be provided
at-grade, hence the flood risk is not expected to be changed from existing conditions.

5.7.33

Lastly, it is noted that approved plans for the Mast Quay 3 development include a
pedestrian link between the site and Woolwich Church Street (e.g. over the safeguarded
land). The provision and design of this link and its interaction with a ferry access road
within the safeguarded land would need to be considered further in conjunction with the
developer and RB Greenwich.

5.7.34

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:
Option S3 – Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

Advantages

Disadvantages

Removes queuing through roundabout and completely separates Ferry traffic
from general traffic.
Queuing of ferry traffic in an extended approach lane would be simpler to
measure and therefore manage.
Retains two lanes of traffic on approach to the roundabout for non-ferry traffic.
Requires all ferry traffic to access the site from the west, and therefore has the
potential to create other issues due to the diversion of traffic as well was
environmental implications due to longer journeys.
Existing bus stop on Woolwich Church Street would likely need to be removed.
May result in initial confusion from existing ferry users who approach the ferry
from the south or west – this option would require a signage strategy to be
developed and in place before it is implemented.
Potentially impacts on roundabout operation so that vehicles exiting the ferry
have less opportunity to enter the roundabout from the north approach.

Additional
queuing space
provided

Nil, although potential to increase by some 15 PCUs if TfL land is retained.

Cost
estimation
(see note)

£1,006,000 + VAT

Note: Refer to detailed estimation at Appendix F, including all relevant allowances and exclusions.

Option S4 – Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area & rightturn entry
5.7.35

As an extension to Option S3, this option makes allowance for a signalised ‘U-turn’
movement from Woolwich Church Street (westbound) into the ferry waiting area. A
concept drawing of this option has been prepared by Jacobs and is provided at Appendix
F with an excerpt shown in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10

Option S4 – Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area &
right-turn entry

5.7.36

Under this option, vehicles would not be permitted to access the ferry terminal via the
roundabout. As per Option S2, all ferry traffic would need to access the waiting area from
the west via an alternate route.

5.7.37

To allow for the turning radius of larger vehicles, the U-turn lane is shown on the
southernmost (kerbside) lane of Woolwich Church Street.

5.7.38

This option will rely on a carefully designed signal system to identify when the queue for
the U-turn lane is approaching back towards the roundabout so that the U-turn movement
into the waiting area can be activated. The benefit of locating the U-turn lane on the
southern side of the roadway is that should a queue occur back through the roundabout,
the queue will sit within the outer lane thus allowing non-ferry vehicles to circulate.

5.7.39

It is noted that previous drawings prepared for the Cycle Superhighway 4 showed the
occupation of the southernmost (westbound) lane on Woolwich Church Street adjacent to
the ferry terminal. The ability to achieve such a facility may be limited by Option S4,
without further alterations to Woolwich Church Street. It is noted that the U-turn movement
into the waiting area is the tightest possible turn by the assessed design vehicle; hence
this turn lane could not be moved any further north than is currently shown.

5.7.40

As per Option S3, during periods where the waiting area is not typically staffed, vehicles
could be directed into the two centre lanes of the queuing area (with other lanes closed by
barriers / cones), with all eight queuing lanes only utilised when traffic marshals are onsite.
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5.7.41

Given the potential reduction of traffic / congestion at the roundabout, there may be
opportunities to introduce bus priority measures in the eastbound direction which could be
explored further as part of this option. Such measures could mitigate the utilisation of the
safeguarded land which it is acknowledged was originally set aside for a public transport
scheme.

5.7.42

As per Option S3, the concept that has been prepared (Appendix F) shows the land
required to ensure that the existing capacity of the existing waiting area is retained
(approximately 85 PCUs), leaving a triangular-shaped parcel of land which could be
retained.

5.7.43

As per Option S3, no changes are proposed to the retaining wall and the proposed entry
road off Woolwich Church Street is expected to be provided at-grade, hence the flood risk
is not expected to be changed from existing conditions under this option.

5.7.44

Lastly, the provision and design of a pedestrian link at Mast Quay 3 and its interaction with
a ferry access road within the safeguarded land would need to be considered further in
conjunction with the developer and RB Greenwich.

5.7.45

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:
Option S4 - Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area & right-turn entry

Advantages

Removes queuing through roundabout and completely separates Ferry traffic
from general traffic.
Queuing of ferry traffic in an extended approach lane would be simpler to
measure and therefore manage.

Disadvantages

Existing bus stop on Woolwich Church Street would likely need to be removed.
Potentially impacts on roundabout operation so that vehicles exiting the ferry
have less opportunity to enter the roundabout from the north approach.
Possible queuing issues back to roundabout from U-turn lane if the designated
lane continually reaches capacity.
Restricts future alignment on Cycle Superhighway 4.

Additional
queuing space
provided

Nil, although potential to increase by some 15 PCUs if TfL land is retained.

Cost
estimation

£1,331,000 + VAT

(see note)
Note: Refer to detailed estimation at Appendix F, including all relevant allowances and exclusions.

Option S5 – Reshaping of existing roundabout
5.7.46

In the process in the discussion of the first four options, a further option was identified by
Jacobs that was considered worthy of further investigation, being design alterations to the
roundabout itself in order to ‘standardise’ its design and maximise the queuing area on
approach to the ferry. A concept drawing of this option has been prepared by Jacobs and
is provided at Appendix F with an excerpt shown in Figure 5-11.

5.7.47

As shown in the design concept, the option considers re-shaping the roundabout by
cutting back the north-west corner of the current island to provide more space at the
northern exit towards the ferry waiting area. This could allow for the provision of a ‘slip
lane’ on the eastbound approach so that ferry vehicles approaching from the west do not
need to enter the roundabout, while retaining two approach lanes and two lanes through
the roundabout itself.
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5.7.48

Any potential loss of green space / landscaping due to the reshaping of the roundabout
could be replaced within a new island created at the north-west corner of the intersection.
Further development of this option would need to take into consideration the future Cycle
Superhighway 4 route (proposed to be aligned through the southern part of the
roundabout) as well as cycle access into and out of the ferry itself.

Figure 5-11

5.7.49

Option S5 – Reshaping of existing roundabout

The table below summarises the key findings in relation to this option:
Option S5 – Reshaping of existing roundabout
Advantages

Provides increased storage space for vehicles approaching from the west.
Separates ferry traffic approaching from the west and the south/east into
separate queues, rather than converging within the roundabout.

Disadvantages

Does not directly address internal conflict issues.

Additional
queuing space
provided

Nil.

Cost
estimation

£761,000+ VAT

(see note)
Note: Refer to detailed estimation at Appendix F, including all relevant allowances and exclusions.
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5.8

Options considered but not investigated further

5.8.1

In consideration of a number of different options for the southern terminal, a small number
of the potential improvement options were considered in preliminary form however due to
either reasons of design impracticality or cost were not considered in any great detail
beyond initial concept. For completeness, a short discussion of these options is provided
below.
Signalisation of Woolwich Church Street / John Wilson Street roundabout

5.8.2

The option of fully signalising the roundabout for the purposes of managing traffic flows
and approach queues through the roundabout has been considered, and concluded to not
represent a favourable outcome for a number of reasons, as follows:
-

Signals would not specifically address the issue of vehicles queuing from the internal
conflict point through the roundabout.

-

Signalising the intersection would create delays for traffic which does not currently
exist, potentially result in worse operating conditions for both ferry and non-ferry
traffic.

5.8.3

It has been recommended by both TfL Road Space Management and Jacobs that fully
signalising each approach of the roundabout in its current form would not offer any benefit
and indeed would more likely result in adverse impacts on non-ferry traffic flows.

5.8.4

Notwithstanding the above, it was considered (and discussed at the September 2015
workshop) that the signalisation of one or two of the approaches to the roundabout could
be necessary to facilitate vehicles disembarking each ferry service, by prioritising egress
from the northern approach to the intersection.

5.8.5

Briggs Marine have identified this as a potential constraint in future, where a highercapacity service could potentially be delayed if a ‘backlog’ of vehicles is created due to
ferry services not being able to be unloaded due to delays at the roundabout. This is likely
to be a particular problem if the point of access into the waiting area is changed so that
vehicles no longer enter via the roundabout.

5.8.6

Under such a scenario, traffic signals could be located on the west and (potentially) south
approaches to the roundabout and only activated when a ferry arrives. These signals
would then aid in ensuring that vehicles disembarking the ferry are not delayed from
entering into roundabout by temporarily holding through traffic on approach. Further works
would need to be undertaken to understand how and when the signals would be operated.

5.8.7

While such an arrangement offers no improvement to the impacts created by arriving ferry
traffic on external traffic flows through the roundabout, it is acknowledged that the issue of
disembarking vehicles entering the roundabout should be considered as part of further
investigations (and traffic modelling), as well as potential mitigation measures that may be
necessary to limit any delays on the ferry’s operation.
Use of ‘Mast Quay’ land to extend the size of current waiting area

5.8.8

In addition to the safeguarded land, options were also considered which sought to utilise
the undeveloped piece of land immediately adjacent the site (Mast Quay ‘Phase 3’) for the
purpose of expanding the existing waiting area to accommodate a larger number of
vehicles. The potential opportunity for the acquisition of this land is discussed in detail in
Section 4.3 of this report.

5.8.9

Sketched examples of how this land could potentially have been utilised in relation to the
ferry operation at a very preliminary stage were prepared, and are provided for reference
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in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13. The opportunity to use this land to greatly increase the
size of the waiting area was considered, however the options did not represent a
substantial benefits in terms of improving vehicle conflicts or efficiencies when compared
to the other options considered (indeed, the option shown in Figure 5-12 is essentially an
extension to Option S1 and the option shown in Figure 5-13 is essentially an extension to
Options S3 and S4).
5.8.10

Given that the site has an active planning consent and in light of the other options being
considered, it was determined that the use of this land in conjunction with improvements
to the ferry was not considered to add substantial benefit to warrant further investigation at
this stage. However, should it later become clear that the developer is not planning to
implement the consent there could be merit in exploring these options further.

Figure 5-12

Sketch option – use of adjacent land (southern terminal)
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Figure 5-13

Sketch option – use of adjacent land and revised access (southern
terminal)

5.9

Summary of options and recommendations

5.9.1

On the basis of the above, the options which offer the greatest benefits in line with the
objectives of the study are summarised below, along with their estimated design,
development and construction cost.

Table 5-3

Summary of improvement options
Option

Description

Estimated Cost
(excl. VAT)

Northern Terminal
N1

‘Assisted’ waiting area management system

£50,000-60,000

N2a

Modify Pier Road to one-way / divert bus routes via Store Road

£15,000-25,000

N2b

Divert bus routes via Store Road

£15,000-25,000

Southern Terminal

5.9.2

S1

Reverse of vehicle flow and queuing within existing waiting area

£1,120,000

S2

Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church Street

S3

Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

£1,006,000

S4

Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area &
right-turn entry

£1,331,000

S5

Reshaping of existing roundabout

£100,000

£761,000

As has been set out above, there are advantages and disadvantages associated with
each of the options identified. However, given the current conditions surrounding the ferry
terminals and the likely future increase in demand in the period to 2025, there is
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considered to be a case for progressing one or more of the options at both terminals
further.
5.9.3

As discussed at the start of Sections 5.6 and 5.7, the development of a signage strategy is
recommended on approaches to both ferry terminals, regardless of which of the options
summarised in Table 5-3 are progressed further. This may form part of a wider river
crossings routeing strategy.

5.9.4

Each of the options have been considered against the study objectives presented in
Section 5.1 and based on comments from Jacobs, discussions/feedback with
stakeholders, and professional judgement. An assessment of each option is presented in
Table 5-4.

Table 5-4

Woolwich Ferry - Option Assessment Matrix

Option

Description

Reduces the
occurrence or
severity of
vehicle
queuing
impacts on
surrounding
road network

Maximises the
efficiency of
ferry services
in unloading
and loading
ferry services

Facilitate the
safe
movements
between ferry
vehicles,
cyclists and
pedestrians
both accessing
ferry services

Estimated cost
[1]

Northern Terminal
N1

‘Assisted’ waiting area
management system







£

N2a

Modify Pier Road to
one-way / divert bus
routes via Store Road







£

N2b

Divert bus routes via
Store Road







£







£££







£







£££







£££







££

Southern Terminal
Reverse of vehicle flow
S1
and queuing within
existing waiting area
Segregated traffic lane
S2
for ferry access on
Woolwich Church Street
Use of safeguarded land
S3
and reconfiguration of
waiting area
Use of safeguarded land
and reconfiguration of
S4
waiting area & right-turn
entry
Reshaping of existing
roundabout

S5

[1] £ = <500k , ££ = 500k-1m, £££ = >1m

5.9.5

On the basis of the above assessment the following options are considered worthy of
further investigation:
•

N1

– Assisted waiting area management system

•

N2b

– Divert bus routes via Store Road

•

S2

– Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church Street
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5.9.6

•

S3/4

– Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

•

S5

– Reshaping of existing roundabout

Should a decision be taken to progress any of these options further, it is recommended
that further work could be completed on the following areas:
•

Traffic modelling, particularly in the case of options S2, S3 and S4, to determine
the likely impacts of diverted traffic / new traffic signals on the road network and
ensure that options do not result in additional delays to through (non-ferry) traffic.
Additional survey work may be necessary to support this modelling, depending on
the option.

•

Development of an outline business case, to demonstrate the case for
implementing the improvement options that are identified.

•

Safety auditing, to ensure that options can be designed to meet safety standards
and are suitable for this specific location.

•

Detailed design, to establish constructability of the options and determine more
accurately the financial cost of delivering the options.
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6.

Conclusions and Next Steps

6.1.1

The Woolwich Ferry provides an important cross-river connection for east London, being
one of only four road crossings of the Thames east of Tower Bridge. The service typically
operates at capacity at peak periods and carries a high proportion of HGVs and
commercial vehicles. Works have recently been completed to extend the life of the
landside infrastructure and consideration is currently being given to replacement of the
existing vessels.

6.1.2

Given the proximity of the ferry terminals to the adjacent road network, limitations on the
size and arrangement of the existing waiting areas, and strong fluctuations in demand,
traffic queuing to use the ferry service can regularly impact on the operation of the local
road network. These impacts are more frequently experienced at the southern terminal,
although local traffic is also impacted in the vicinity of the northern terminal, and bus
services on both sides can be adversely impacted.

6.1.3

In the short- to medium-term demand to use the ferry is expected to increase, and in the
longer term plans are underway to deliver a series of new fixed link road crossings in east
London to accommodate this demand and facilitate growth. Based on the current River
Crossings Programme it is envisaged that the ferry service could be withdrawn should a
new crossing be delivered at Gallions Reach, however it is likely continued operation of
the ferry service will be required until at least 2025.

6.1.4

The purpose of this study has been to identify possible options for improving the operation
of the waiting areas in the short- to medium-term, and in doing so providing a foundation
on which further, more detailed assessment can be undertaken. A number of opportunities
and challenges have been identified in considering options, principally from a traffic
management perspective. Through a process of identifying and reviewing each option,
this study has identified a number of potential options for improving the current operation
of the waiting areas. Along with the review and development of a strategy for signage,
these options are:
•

N1

– Assisted waiting area management system

•

N2b

– Divert bus routes via Store Road

•

S2

– Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church Street

•

S3/4

– Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

•

S5

– Reshaping of existing roundabout

6.1.5

It is considered that all of the options could have a significant positive impact on the
interaction between the ferry waiting areas and their impacts on the adjacent highway
network. The estimated costs of the options range from around £15,000 to around £1.3m.
At this stage no funding has been identified for implementation of any of the options.

6.1.6

The recommended next steps of this process are to:
•

Provide an update on this study to the Silvertown Tunnel Project Board and Surface
Board;

•

Determine a position on the safeguarded land adjacent to the southern terminal and
confirm whether it can be used in connection with the Woolwich Ferry;

•

Determine in conjunction with RB Greenwich and LB Newham which if any of the
options should be progressed further and agree how this will be taken forward.
Develop the selected options in further detail.
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6.1.7

Subject to agreement to undertake further work, it is recommended that areas of further
assessment could include traffic modelling, safety auditing and detailed design.
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Appendix A. Detailed survey results – northern terminal
A.1

Queuing assessment

A.1.1

In order to define and measure the level and frequency of vehicle queuing occurring at the
northern ferry terminal; the pier, waiting area and approach road (Pier Road) were broken
into a number of ‘zones’ as identified in Figure A-1. At each 5-minute interval on every
survey day, the zone which was occupied by vehicles queuing to use the ferry was
recorded.

A.1.2

Figure A-1 also shows an approximation of the number of PCUs which theoretically could
be accommodated within each zone, including the designated waiting area (‘blue’ zone) 19,
noting that the northern ferry service was recorded to accommodate an average of
between 24-33 PCUs per ferry departure.

Figure A-1

Northern ferry terminal – entry queuing zones

Approximate Storage Space
28 PCUs
20 PCUs
52 PCUs
17 PCUs
10 PCUs
5 PCUs

A.1.3

Including queuing space on the pier, the waiting area and approach roads (the ‘green’,
‘orange’, ‘blue’ and ‘black’ zones), there is theoretically sufficient storage for
approximately 117 PCUs at the northern ferry terminal without impacting on Pier Road
(‘red’ and ‘purple’ zones). Based on the average ferry service rates presented in Section
3.2 of this report, 117 PCUs equates to approximately 4.9 ferry loads on a weekday, 4.3
ferry loads on a Saturday, and 3.5 ferry loads on a Sunday.

A.1.4

Figure A-2 has been prepared to show the probability of the vehicle queue extending into
each of the nominated zones. This figure is based on the number of times a queue was

19

Based on one PCU being equal to 6.0m of physical area.
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observed to extend into a zone for each five minute interval on every day. For example,
on a weekday the vehicle queue was found to extend on average into the ‘orange’ zone
during 141 of the 166 5-minute intervals over a day’s operation. This suggests that the
vehicle queue extends to the ‘orange’ zone 85% of the time on an average weekday 20.
Figure A-2
100%

Northern terminal – length of queue probability (by day of week)
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A.2

Weekday queuing and wait time comparison

A.2.1

Further analysis has been undertaken based on the 15 surveyed weekdays to determine
how queuing can differ day by day. Each weekday was ranked based on the frequency of
queuing beyond the designated waiting area (e.g. the ‘blue’ zone, and beyond). From
this, the three weekdays which had the lowest occurrence of queuing (‘best’ days) and
three weekdays which had the highest occurrence of queuing (‘worst’ days) were able to
be identified.

A.2.2

Figure A-3 has been prepared to show the queue lengths experienced on the three ‘best’
days and three ‘worst’ days as compared to the average queues experienced on all 15 of
the surveyed weekdays. As shown, there is a high level of variation in the length of
queues experienced between the ‘best’ and ‘worst’ days. Even on the ‘best’ days, queues
were observed to extend onto Pier Road (‘red’ zone) 4% of the time, but were not
observed to extend as far as the ‘purple’ zone. Comparatively, queuing occurred into Pier
Road around 34% of the time on the ‘worst’ weekdays, suggesting that non-ferry traffic on
Pier Road (including bus services) is ‘blocked’ by ferry queues around one third of the
time on such days.

20

The Sunday service operates around eight hours per day while the Monday-Saturday service operates for around 14 hours per day.
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Figure A-3
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Northern terminal – weekday queue length comparison
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A.2.3

This exercise demonstrates how, over even just the three week survey period, there was
a high level of variance in operation of the service, and no clear trend as to which days
experienced higher levels of queuing. As discussed further below, there is not only dayto-day variation in demands, but hour-by-hour. As a result, there is little way of
determining which days are likely to experience higher than average queueing and which
will experience lower levels of queuing.

A.2.4

Of the three ‘worst’ weekdays (30th July, 10th August and 13th August), only the 10th
August was subject to an incident reported at the ferry service, where a single ferry was
operating for most of the day. No incidents were recorded during the other two days.
There were a small number of short-term closures of the Blackwall Tunnel (southbound)
on the 13th August (at around 11:00), however based on queuing data this did not appear
to have any flow-on impact on queuing at the northern ferry terminal.

A.2.5

As way of visualising typical vehicle queuing conditions on the three ‘worst’ days, Figure
A-4 shows the average extent of queuing based on time of day. As shown, vehicle
queuing from the ferry terminal was observed to extend into Pier Road during both the
morning and afternoon peak periods, noting that queues sustained for a longer period
during the afternoon peak.
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Northern terminal – average queue length on ‘worst’ weekdays

Queue Length (by zone)

Figure A-4

A.2.6

Pier

↑ Road
↓ Ferry
terminal

Furthermore, Figure A-5 has been prepared to show the average occupancy of the waiting
area (‘blue’ zone) on the same three weekdays. Based on this figure, it is clear that the
waiting area was utilised to a greater extent during the afternoon peak period only, and
not as much during the morning.

Figure A-5

Northern terminal – average use of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekdays
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A.2.7

This is confirmed by review of the survey video footage, which generally shows that only
one of the waiting area lanes is opened during morning peak periods, while multiple lanes
were being utilised during the afternoon peak. As shown in Figure A-6 and Figure A-7,a
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number of the queuing lanes of the waiting area were not typically being used during the
busiest afternoon period. Each lane of the queuing area equates to around 10 PCUs of
storage, noting that the estimated capacity of the ‘red’ and ‘purple’ zones is estimated to
be approximately 15 PCUs. It is therefore possible that the full use of all lanes within
existing waiting area could potentially limit the occurrence and duration of vehicle queues
extending onto Pier Road, even during the ‘worst’ days of operation.
Figure A-6

Northern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekday (AM peak)
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Figure A-7

A.2.8

Northern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekday (PM peak)

In addition to queuing, the length of time that vehicles took to join the back of the queue at
the northern terminal and wait before boarding a ferry service was also recorded, with a
sample count undertaken every 15-minute period, and vehicles separated into cars/LGV
and HGVs. Figure A-8 shows the average wait times experienced by vehicles arriving at
the northern ferry terminal on the three ‘worst’ weekdays. As shown, the wait time reaches
its longest during the morning and afternoon peak periods, generally coinciding with the
average queue lengths in Figure A-5. The wait times for cars/LGVs and HGVs were found
to be comparable throughout the day.
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Figure A-8

Northern terminal – average wait time (per hour) on ‘worst’ weekdays
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For the purpose of comparison to the ‘worst’ weekdays, Figure A-9 and Figure A-10 show
the average extent of vehicle queuing and the use of the waiting area by 5-minute interval
across what was considered to be most representative of an ‘average’ weekday with
respect to queuing, being Friday 31st July. There were no incidents reported at the ferry
terminal or closures reported at the Blackwall Tunnel (southbound) on that particular day.

A.2.10 As shown, there was only a small instance of vehicle queues extending into Pier road
(‘red/’purple’ zones) during the midday and afternoon peak hours. Figure A-10 shows that,
similar to that on the three ‘worst’ days, multiple lanes of the waiting area were not being
utilised for the majority of the day, with the exception of the afternoon peak period.
A.2.11 Survey footage from the AM and PM peak periods on Friday 31st July (shown in Figure A11 and Figure A-12 respectively) indicates that during the PM peak, two of the four lanes
were being utilised and the vehicle queue was extending into to Pier Road (beyond the
‘black’ zone).
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Northern Terminal – recorded queue length on ‘average’ weekday

Queue Length (by zone)

Figure A-9
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Figure A-10

Northern terminal – recorded use of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday
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Figure A-11

Northern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday (AM peak)
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Figure A-12

Northern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday (PM peak)

A.2.12 Further to the above, Figure A-13 shows the average wait times experienced by vehicles
arriving at the northern ferry terminal on the average weekday. As shown, the wait time
peaks during late morning and afternoon peak periods, coinciding with the queue lengths
in Figure A-10. The wait times for cars/LGVs and HGVs were comparable throughout the
day, and even during the peak periods remained under 30 minutes.
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Figure A-13

Northern terminal – wait time (per hour) on ‘average’ weekday
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A.2.13 On the basis of the above, it is evident that queuing at the northern ferry terminal during
weekdays is most likely to occur during (in order of magnitude) the afternoon peak,
midday peak, and morning peak periods. At present, multiple lanes within the existing
waiting area are most typically only utilised during the PM peak period. During the PM
peak period; there remains some capacity within the waiting area which could be utilised
to further reduce the impact of any queuing to Pier Road.
A.2.14 It is noted that weekends are also subject to queuing and delays of note. Based on the
surveys it is evident that only a single lane of the existing waiting area was being utilised
for all periods on a weekend. Combined with slower boarding times due to only a single
ferry service operating, queuing back to Pier Road was also observed to be common on
Saturdays and Sundays as well as weekends.
A.2.15 What the above results suggest is that conditions at the northern terminal can vary
significantly from day to day, but also hour by hour, even on ‘average’ days of operation.
Currently, the waiting area has a low level of resilience when conditions do deteriorate,
with the available space not being able being responsive enough to such variations in
demand.
A.3

Wait time summary

A.3.1

Further to the wait time information presented above for the ‘worst’ and average
weekdays, Figure A-14 to Figure A-16 have been prepared to show the average wait time
per weekday, Saturday and Sunday based on hour of arrival at the terminal separated into
cars/LGVs and HGVs. The wait time is based on the length of time that vehicles took to
join the back of the queue and wait before boarding a ferry service.
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Figure A-14

Northern terminal – average weekday wait time (by hour)
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Northern terminal – average Saturday wait time (by hour)
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Northern terminal – average Sunday wait time (by hour)
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A.3.2

These figures indicate that average wait times remain relatively consistent over a
weekday, with minor increases occurring during AM, midday and PM peak hours. The
typical wait time experienced of around 15 minutes is comparatively low to that
experienced on a Saturday afternoon, where the average wait time increases to about 30
minutes. Wait times on a Sunday are around 25-35 minutes during the midday and early
afternoon. As described earlier, only one ferry operates during the weekends, which
contributes to the higher wait times than that experienced on a weekday.

A.3.3

As a final exercise, Figure A-17 has been prepared to show the range in average wait
times experienced on each surveyed day across the three week period (weekends are
shaded in purple). As shown, there is a high level of variability in wait time from day-today, with no real noticeable trends with the exception of longer wait times being mainly
associated with single-ferry services (weekends and 10th August).

A.3.4

The average wait time for any vehicle on any day was 18½ minutes, with an average wait
time of just over 19 minutes for cars/LGVs, and 17½ minutes for HGVs.

Figure A-17
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Appendix B. Detailed survey results – southern terminal
B.1

Queuing assessment

B.1.1

In order to define and measure the level and frequency of vehicle queuing occurring at the
northern ferry terminal; the pier and approach roads at the southern terminal (Woolwich
Church Street and John Wilson Street) were broken into a number of ‘zones’ as identified
in Figure B-1.At each 5-minute interval on every survey day, the zone which was occupied
by vehicles queuing to use the ferry was recorded.

B.1.2

For brevity, the intersection between Woolwich Church Street (A206), John Wilson Street
(A205) and the New Ferry approach road is hereby referred to as “the roundabout”.

B.1.3

Figure B-1 also shows an approximation of the number of PCUs which theoretically could
be accommodated within each zone, including the designated waiting area 21, noting that
the southern ferry service was recorded to accommodate an average of between 24-33
PCUs per ferry departure.

Figure B-1

Southern ferry terminal – entry queuing zones

Approximate Storage Space
27 PCUs
19 PCUs
16 PCUs
16 PCUs
15 PCUs
13 PCUs

B.1.4

21

Waiting area
(85 PCUs)

Including queuing space on the pier, the waiting area and approach roads (‘green’ and
‘orange’ zones), there is theoretically sufficient storage for approximately 98 PCUs at the
southern ferry terminal without impacting on the roundabout or the approach roads.
Based on the average service rates presented in Section 3.2 of this report, this equates to
approximately 4.0 ferry loads on a weekday, 3.7 ferry loads on a Saturday, and 3.1 ferry
loads on a Sunday.

Based on one PCU being equal to 6.0m of physical area.
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B.1.5

Figure B-2 has been prepared to show the probability of the vehicle queue extending to
each of the nominated zones. This figure is based on the number of times a queue was
observed to extend into a zone for each five minute interval on every day. For example,
on a weekday the vehicle queue was found to extend on average into the ‘orange’ zone in
140 of the 166 5-minute intervals over a day’s operation. This suggests that on an
average weekday, the vehicle queue extends into the ‘orange’ zone 85% of the time on an
average weekday.

B.1.6

Figure B-2 also shows that during the survey period, vehicle queuing was on average
worse on a Saturday, with the queue extending into the ‘purple’ zone 40% of the time, and
into the ‘blue’ zone (or beyond) 35% of the time. In both cases, the queues extend onto
the A205 or A206 on approach to the roundabout, and are therefore disrupting non-ferry
traffic.

Figure B-2
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Southern terminal – length of queue probability (by day of week)
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B.2

Weekday queuing and wait time comparison

B.2.1

Further analysis has been undertaken based on the 15 surveyed weekdays to determine
how queuing can differ day by day. Each weekday was ranked based on the frequency of
queues extending beyond the roundabout (e.g. into the ‘blue’, ‘black’, ‘red’ and ‘purple’
zones). From this, the three weekdays which had the lowest occurrence of queuing (‘best’
days) and three weekdays which had the highest occurrence of queuing (‘worst’ days)
were able to be identified.

B.2.2

Figure B-3 has been prepared to show the range in average queue lengths experienced
on the three ‘best’ days and three ‘worst’ days as compared to the average queues
experienced on all 15 of the surveyed weekdays. As shown, there is a high level of
variation in the length of queuing experienced between the ‘best’ and ‘worst’ days.
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However, even on the ‘best’ days, queues were still observed on the approach roads to
the roundabout (but not extending as far as the ‘red’ zone).
Figure B-3
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Southern terminal – weekday queue length comparison
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B.2.3

Of the three ‘worst’ days identified (31st July, 12th August and 13th August), the 31st July
was subject to a minor incident of the ferry service which impacted on a small number of
services. There were a number of minor incidents on the 13th August, as well as some
closures at the Blackwall Tunnel, which are discussed in greater detail further below.

B.2.4

As way of visualising typical vehicle queuing conditions on the three ‘worst’ days, Figure
B-4 shows the average extent of vehicle queuing based on time of day. As shown, queues
were observed to extend beyond the roundabout across all times of the day, with the
longest queues occurring during the midday and afternoon peak periods.

B.2.5

Furthermore, Figure B-5 has been prepared to show the average occupancy of the waiting
area on the same three weekdays. Based on this figure, the utilisation of the waiting area
generally correlates with these busier periods, reaching its peak use when queues were
recorded to be at their longest.
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Southern terminal – average queue length on ‘worst’ weekdays

Queue Length (by zone)
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Figure B-5

Southern terminal – average use of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekdays
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B.2.6

During the busiest queuing periods, the average occupancy of the waiting area did not
exceed 70%. This is confirmed by review of the survey video footage, which generally
shows that only one of the waiting area lanes is opened during morning peak periods,
while multiple lanes were being utilised during the afternoon peak. A number of snapshots
from various times from the AM and PM peak periods from the ‘worst’ weekday (13th
August) are shown in Figure B-6 and Figure B-7, respectively.
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Figure B-6

Southern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekday (AM peak)
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Figure B-7

Southern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘worst’ weekdays (PM peak)

B.2.7

Assuming that the remaining 30% of the waiting area could accommodate some 15-16
PCUs, the proportion of the existing waiting area that is not being utilised during peak
periods is roughly similar to only one of the zones on the road network approaches (‘blue’,
‘black’, ‘red’ and ‘purple’ zones). This suggests that even if the current waiting area
was fully utilised to capacity, there would still be queuing onto the road network,
during busy periods.

B.2.8

In addition to queuing, the length of time that vehicles took to join the back of the queue at
the southern terminal and wait before boarding a ferry service was also recorded, with a
sample count undertaken every 15-minute period, with vehicles separated into cars/LGV
and HGVs.

B.2.9

Figure B-8 shows the average wait times experienced by vehicles arriving at the southern
ferry terminal on the three ‘worst’ weekdays. As shown, the wait time peaks for cars/LGVs
during the morning, midday and afternoon peak periods, coinciding with the average
queue lengths in Figure B-5. Across the day, surveys suggest that HGVs take much
longer to board ferries than cars/LGVs. This trend is discussed further in Section B.2.17.
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Figure B-8

Southern terminal – average wait time (per hour) on ‘worst’ weekdays
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B.2.10 Before presenting a comparison to the ‘average’ weekday, the ‘worst’ day for vehicle
queuing was determined to occur on 13th August. The survey results from this particular
day are discussed in detail below.
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Case Study – 13th August 2015 Blackwall Tunnel incidents
A review of the log detailing incidents and unplanned closures at the Blackwall Tunnel was
undertaken for all days that were captured by the survey. The longest northbound closure which
occurred during the three-week survey period was a 39-minute closure at 11:34am on Thursday
13th August 2015. In addition, there were also further unplanned closures on the same day including
a 3-minute closure just before 12:30pm, and a 9-minute closure just before 4:30pm.
Thursday 13th August was determined to be the ‘worst’ weekday recorded during the survey period
on the basis of the frequency of queues on approach to the ferry terminal, particularly those
extending along approach roads to the roundabout.
On the 13th August, there were a total of 4.1 ferry departures per hour from the southern terminal
which is equal to the average recorded over all 15 surveyed weekdays. A total of 1,314 PCUs
boarded the ferry service on 13th August which was slightly below the weekday average of 1,387
PCUs. The ferry service itself was therefore operating as per an average weekday during the
survey period.
Figure B-9 shows the occurrence of the vehicle queue extending to each zone on 13th August,
demonstrating that around a third of the day, a queue was recorded on either Woolwich Church
Street (‘blue’) and John Wilson Street (‘purple’) approaches to the roundabout – for around a
quarter of the day the queue extended into the ‘black’ zone, and around one fifth of the day the
queue extended into the ‘red’ zone.
Southern terminal - length of queue occurrence (13th August 2015)

Figure B-9
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It is noted that there were also minor incidents during the day associated with the ferry terminals
themselves, however based on similarly reported incidents on other survey days, these incidents
did not result in major delays or closures/suspensions to the ferry service.
On the basis of the above, Figure B-10 demonstrates the queuing recorded at the terminal across
the whole day, highlighting when the unplanned closures at the Blackwall Tunnel were reported to
have occurred.
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Figure B-10

Southern terminal – recorded queue length on 13 August 2015 & Blackwall
Tunnel (northbound) unplanned closures
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As shown in Figure B-10, there is a correlation between a period of closure occurring at the
Blackwall Tunnel and a resulting increase in queuing at the Woolwich Ferry within the hour or so
following.
To help visualise the impact, the images on the following page show how conditions at the southern
terminal and approach roads deteriorate at 11:55am (approximately when the Blackwall Tunnel was
initially closed), then the activity shortly after.
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Figure B-11

Southern terminal – images from 13 August 2015

11:55am:

12:04pm:

12:10pm:

Examples taken from other survey days suggest that a closure at the Blackwall Tunnel which is less
than five minutes are less likely to have a noticeable consequence on queuing at the southern
terminal, such as those one that occurred on the morning and afternoon of the 13th August.
Notwithstanding the above, it is important to note that there were periods on other survey days
where queuing was recorded on the roundabout approach roads where no unplanned closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel (northbound) was reported. This suggests that while unplanned closures at the
Blackwall Tunnel can result in increased vehicle queuing at the Woolwich Ferry, it is not the sole
contributing factor that results in localised congestion.
B.2.11 For the purpose of comparison to the ‘worst’ performing weekdays, Figure B-12 and
Figure B-13 show the average extent of vehicle queuing and the use of the waiting area
by 5-minute interval across what was considered to be an ‘average’ weekday with respect
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to queuing, being Friday 14th August. There were no incidents reported at the ferry
terminal or the Blackwall Tunnel (southbound) on this day.
B.2.12 As shown, there were still some instances of vehicle queues extending into the approach
roads (‘purple’ or ‘blue’ zones) during the early and late afternoon hours. The waiting area
was utilised more consistently throughout the day when compared to the northern terminal
waiting area, however there were still parts of the day where queuing was observed to
extend through the roundabout and to the approach roads.
Southern terminal – recorded queue length on ‘average’ weekday
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Figure B-13

Southern terminal – recorded use of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday
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B.2.13 For reference, survey footage from the AM and PM peak periods on Friday 14th August
are shown in Figure B-14 and Figure B-15 respectively.
Figure B-14

Southern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday (AM peak)
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Figure B-15

Southern terminal – images of waiting area on ‘average’ weekday (PM peak)

B.2.14 Further to the above, Figure B-16 shows the average wait times experienced by vehicles
arriving at the northern ferry terminal on the average weekday. As shown, the wait time
peaks during the morning, midday and afternoon peak periods, coinciding with the queue
lengths shown in Figure B-13.
B.2.15 As per the ‘worst’ weekday assessment (refer to Figure B-8), vehicle wait times for
cars/LGVs and HGVs differ during the day, with HGVs generally taking much longer to
board than cars/LGVs. This is discussed further in Section B.2.17.
B.2.16 The wait times for cars/LGVs between the ‘worst’ weekdays and the average weekday are
not significantly different, where during busy periods the wait time increases in excess of
30 minutes, and falls below 20 minutes during periods of inter-peak. Average wait times
for cars/LGVs were also general between 20-30 minutes during the ‘worst’ days.
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Figure B-16

Southern terminal – wait time (per hour) on ‘average’ weekday
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B.2.17 This assessment shows that vehicle queuing at the southern terminal can change
significantly over a short period of time, and is impacted on by the operating conditions of
neighbouring river crossings. Given the internal conflict point and its proximity to the
roundabout, it only takes a small number of vehicles arriving to impact on the operation of
approach roads.
B.3

Wait time summary

B.3.1

Figure B-17 to Figure B-19 have been prepared to show the average wait time per
weekday, Saturday and Sunday based on hour of arrival at the terminal, noting that the
time has been taken from when the vehicle arrives to join the back of the queue to board
the ferry.
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Figure B-17

Southern terminal – average weekday wait time (by hour)
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Southern terminal – average Saturday wait time (by hour)
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Figure B-19

Southern terminal – average Sunday wait time (by hour)
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B.3.2

Figure B-17 shows that wait times for car/LGVs typically remain around 20-25 minutes
across a weekday, increasing to around 30 minutes during the AM peak. The figure also
shows that wait times for HGV’s increases significantly during the inter-peak period.

B.3.3

Anecdotal evidence indicates that heavy vehicle drivers use the waiting area at the
southern ferry terminal as a rest stop. There is currently a small convenience trailer
located within the waiting area which caters for this activity. The survey data suggests that
this behaviour does in fact occur, noting that such a trend does not appear to occur on
weekends, and it does not occur at the northern terminal, where there is less room and
facilities to accommodate this activity.

B.3.4

As a final exercise, Figure B-20 has been prepared to show the range in average wait
times experienced on each survey day across the three week period (weekends are
highlighted in purple). There is only a small level of variability in wait time for cars/LGVs,
but as described above the wait times for HGVs especially on weekdays are significantly
higher due to a large proportion of drivers taking a break.

B.3.5

The average wait time for any vehicle on any day was just over 26 minutes (20½ minutes
for cars/LGVs and 34 minutes for HGVs). The average wait time for cars/LGVs was
generally consistent across the three-week period, only ranging between 16-23 minutes
with only two ‘exceptional’ days being the 10th August where a single vessel was operating
for most of the day, and 13th August which was a day impacted by a long closure of the
Blackwall Tunnel (northbound).
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Figure B-20

Southern terminal – average wait time comparison
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Appendix C. Minutes of internal workshop (September 2015)
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Woolwich Ferry waiting area improvements workshop

8th September 2015, 1430-1630

Pall Mall room, 230 Blackfriars Road

Attendees
Billy Parr
Marcus Bennett
Elliott Clayton
Paul Street
Sumit Kaura
Daniel Laybourn
Andrew Thompson
John Courtney
Andrew Dorrian
Cally Davidson
Mark Willbourn
Tom Kirkham
Martin Wedderburn

No.

BP
MB
EC
PS
SK
DL
AT
JC
AD
CD
MW
TK
MW

Projects team, Planning
Jacobs
Asset Development, ST
Asset Development, ST
Strategy & Outcome Planning, ST
Borough Projects & Programmes, ST
London River Services
Outcomes Delivery, ST
Consents team, Planning
Capital Development, ST
Briggs Marine
Operational Property
Projects team, Planning

Description

Purpose of workshop
1

BP explained that the focus of the workshop was to discuss the merits of potential
improvements to the Woolwich Ferry waiting areas. A number of initial options have
been identified that aim to address current and future issues associated with use of
the waiting areas and the impact on the adjacent highway network, and views are
being sought to inform a decision on which of the options should be progressed
further and what other (if any) aspects should be taken into consideration.

2

All options are currently unfunded; the aim at this stage is to identify what might be
possible and to estimate costs. All attendees introduced themselves and their
respective areas of interest.

Update on River Crossings Programme
3

BP gave an overview of the wider TfL River Crossings Programme and how the
Woolwich Ferry fitted within this. New fixed-link highway crossings are planned in
east London to relieve congestion and enable growth, the first of which is the
Silvertown Tunnel which is planned to be complete in 2022/23. New crossings at
Gallions and Belvedere are expected to follow and could be complete in 2025. All
new crossings are expected to be charged, and the Silvertown Tunnel scheme also
proposes the implementation of a user charge at the Blackwall Tunnel. It is not
anticipated that a charge would be implemented at the Woolwich Ferry.
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4

The proximity of the Gallions crossing to the Woolwich Ferry means there could be a
case for withdrawing the ferry service once this crossing is complete. The ferry
service is therefore likely to continue to operate until at least 2025, and it is
recognised that works to extend the life of the serve will be required to enable this.

Update on Woolwich Ferry life extension works
5

6

7

AT proceeded to outline the works that are underway to extend the life of the service
to at least 2025. Much of the infrastructure dates from the 1960’s and has come to
the end of its operational life. The docking station lifting gears have now been
replaced and works to upgrade the link spans are due to be complete by the end of
2015.
Consideration is now being given to procuring new vessels to replace the existing
aged vessels, there being a positive business case for doing so. If a decision is
made to proceed with the new vessels, there will be an opportunity for increasing the
capacity of the existing service by up to 30% (as the vessels could have a slightly
higher capacity and be capable of completing more crossings per hour). The current
configuration of the waiting areas would however act as a constraint to realising this
additional capacity, as vehicles would not be able to embark and disembark at the
same speed the vessels could be loaded/unloaded under the current arrangements.
AT reiterated that there is no funding currently identified for implementing any
substantial improvements to the waiting areas.

Current operation of the waiting areas
8

MB gave an overview of how the waiting areas currently operate and outlined
existing issues and impacts on the highway network. The current service has an
approximate capacity of 200 PCUs per hour and 1.04 million vehicle crossings were
made in 2013/14. A high proportion of HGVs and commercial traffic use the service,
which is busiest in the northbound direction in the AM peak and in the southbound
direction in the PM peak.

9

The majority of current issues occur at the south terminal. The close proximity of the
roundabout to the terminal means that vehicles queuing to get into the roundabout
often block back onto the roundabout, thus impacting on local traffic including buses.
In addition the current pinch point at the entrance to the waiting area means that
vehicles cannot access and egress at the same time, which in turn means that the
waiting area cannot always be utilised to its full capacity. At the north terminal buses
are sometimes affected by queues for the ferry extending beyond the waiting area.
Demand for the ferry and associated impacts on the highway network increase
significantly when there are incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel or the Dartford
Crossings, and vehicles re-route to the ferry as an alternative means of crossing the
river.

10

In order to provide further insight into the ferry operation a video survey was
undertaken from 28 July 2015. Results are currently being analysed but insight will
be provided on the number of vehicles using the service, the extent and frequency of
vehicles queuing on the highway network and the length of time to get from one side
of the river to the other. Initial results received so far confirm the service is used by a
high proportion of large vehicles during weekdays.
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Presentation and discussion of each option
11

MB gave an overview of the options identified to date, noting the opportunities and
constraints for both waiting areas. The options for the southern terminal are split into
options that utilise existing TfL owned land and those that may require additional
land-take. The options for the north terminal are focused on improving the efficiency
of the current operation. Some of the options could be implemented in combination
with each other, but for the purpose of clarity were presented separately.

12

Option South (S) 1 – provision of real time information
New VMS on the approaches to the terminal to advise motorists of the ferry
operation. Comments included:
• Should explore locations of existing VMS and whether this could be used to
supplement any new signs
• The waiting area sometimes looks busier than it is from the highway,
therefore signage could be used to give an accurate indication of wait time /
‘busy-ness’
• Real time info could attract more users – is this something we actively want
to do?
• TfL don’t as a rule advise on alternative routes, so VMS should only include
information about how service is operating
• VMS would need to be automated and could potentially link into / be
controlled by LSTCC
Overall it was concluded this was an option worthy of further consideration, but
would only have a limited impacted if implemented in isolation.

13

Option S2 – reverse vehicle flow and queuing within existing waiting area
This could remove the conflict at the entrance to the waiting area, enabling vehicles
to access and egress at the same time, but may require a new structure to the pier,
subject to assessment. Comments included:
• Would result in tight turns in and potentially out of the waiting area, some
scepticism this could be achieved and/or it would damage the surfacing of
the waiting area due to repeat movements
• Signalisation of the junction would likely be required, and separate signals
would be required for cyclists who wish to use the service
• Noted that there could be a number of conflicting movements at the junction,
though there could be scope for providing an island in the middle to ease
access by pedestrians and cyclists
• No additional waiting area space would be provided, and tight turns may
mean not all of the space can be used effectively
No major issues were associated with this option though it was concluded it could be
expensive (if new structure is required) and may have limited benefit.

14

Option S3 – signalisation of the roundabout
This could assist in managing traffic flow through the roundabout. Comments
included:
• Lots of different movements take place at the roundabout and signalisation
could complicate this and make it less efficient
• Potentially more viable if roundabout was converted to a T-junction, though
noted this is a significant change
• May be possible for signals to be activated only when vessels were
discharging, to ensure vehicles can disperse from the terminals quickly and
efficiently. If so, the signals may be best placed set back from the
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roundabout so that priority onto the roundabout is not assumed
• Initial proposals for CS4 considered the removal of the southernmost eastwest lane on Woolwich Church Street, tbc whether signalisation of the
roundabout is required for this scheme
Option worthy of further consideration though possibly with signals activated only to
facilitate egress from the terminal.
15

Option S4 – shared traffic lane on Woolwich Church Street
This would involve requiring all ferry traffic to approach from the west (Woolwich
Church Street), in order to reduce conflicting movements at the roundabout. A
physical barrier may be required to prevent vehicles from ‘pushing in’ the queue at
the roundabout. Comments included:
• Need to confirm that vehicles not approaching from the west have a safe and
suitable means of turning around in order to join the queue. Nearest
roundabout is approx. 1km to the west.
• If a physical barrier is in place and a vehicle breaks down, vehicles could be
delayed until the broken down vehicle was removed
• RB Greenwich have previously proposed a similar arrangement for
implementation only when there are problems at the Blackwall Tunnel – not
clear if they would support this on a permanent basis
• The eastbound bus stop on Woolwich Church Street may have to move
• Alternative access may need to be provided for the ambulance station. It
may be that a movable barrier is required at the roundabout to facilitate
access via non-ferry traffic.
A number of issues would need to be resolved if this option is to work. Confirmation
needed that vehicles can safely turn around elsewhere and whether alternative
access can be provided to the ambulance station.

16

Option S5a and 5b – use of safeguarded land and reconfigured waiting area
These options involve utilising land to the west of the current waiting area that has
been safeguarded for public transport improvements. Access would be via a new
entrance off Woolwich Church Street, egress would remain as is. Option 5b involves
signalisation of the entrance so that vehicles could enter from both directions of
Woolwich Church Street. Comments included:
•
•

Passage of vehicles through the waiting area would be much more efficient
Likely need also to signalise the roundabout as no/few vehicles would
access the ferry terminal from this points and vehicles would hence find it
difficult to egress
• During periods of high demand the queue of vehicles could back up to the
roundabout and result in delays (albeit to a lesser extent than currently)
• Need to confirm that safeguarded land could be used in this way. May be
potential for a ‘land swap’.
• Under Option 5b, potential to use more of road reservation to accommodate
four lanes of traffic plus potential CS4 route on Woolwich Church Street
• Potential scope for converting the roundabout to an alternative type of
junction
These options would enable much better use to be made of available waiting area
space but are dependent on being able to secure adjacent land. Further enquiries to
be made.
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Option S6a and 6b – use of adjacent site to extend waiting area
These options involve utilising land to the west of the existing waiting area to
increase the size and capacity of the waiting area. Option 6b involves a new
entrance off Woolwich Church Street. Comments included:
•

Substantially larger waiting area for both options – not clear that all of this
space would be required in normal conditions
• Potential commercial opportunities should this be achievable, including
potential for OSD
These options are only feasible if it were possible to secure the adjacent site.
18

North terminal – works proposed by RSM
MB noted that a scheme to improve and rationalise the current north waiting area
had been developed by RSM. This scheme would, amongst other things, improve
the junction at the western end of the waiting area and make it easier for vehicles to
egress away from the vessels. This scheme is likely to be implemented once the life
extension works are complete, and can be considered to be the ‘base case’.

19

Option North (N) 1 – automated ferry loading / queuing
This option involves the installation of an overhead gantry system to automate the
queuing and loading of vehicles. Comments included:
•
•
•

Need to be clear how such a system would work and be enforced
Could enable more efficient use of available space
A similar system could be implemented in the south waiting area although it
was noted this would be more complicated as there are many more vehicle
lanes
Overall this was considered to have some benefit provided the system worked as
intended.
20

Option N2 – convert Pier Road to eastbound working only
Converting Pier Road from two-way to one-way eastbound could ensure buses and
non-highway traffic are less likely to be caught up in traffic queuing for the ferry.
Comments included:
•

Important to demonstrate that buses and large vehicles could use Store
Road and Pier Road – swept path analysis would be required
• View from London Buses should be sought
Option determined to be worthy of further consideration.
AOB and next steps
21

SK suggested it may be useful to trial the use of real time information / VMS before
making a firm decision on its implementation. MW suggested a potential hybrid
option for the south waiting area based on Option S3 & S4, which provided
designated ‘holding’ lanes on each roundabout approach, noting that these would
need to be controlled by signals but removed need to divert traffic to U-turn further
to the west.
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All attendees were thanked for their useful inputs. The next steps were outlined as:
•
•
•
•

Traffic survey results to be fully analysed
Slides and notes from workshop to be circulated to all attendees. The
feedback will be used to inform which options should be considered in more
detail.
Meeting to be held with RB Greenwich and LB Newham to outline options
Update to be provided to Silvertown Tunnel Project Board and Surface
Board

END
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Appendix D. Minutes of meeting with Boroughs (November
2015)
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Woolwich Ferry waiting area improvements borough workshop

13th November 2015, 1400-1530

Woolwich Ferry site offices, Ferry Approach
Attendees
Billy Parr
Marcus Bennett
Andrew Thompson
Andrew Dorrian
Kate Hart
Tim Jackson
Mark Willbourn
Martin Battle
Michalis Karantanos

No.

BP
MBe
AT
AD
KH
TJ
MW
MBa
MK

Projects team, Planning
Jacobs
London River Services
Consents team, Planning
London Borough of Newham
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Briggs Marine
Jacobs
Jacobs

Description

Purpose of workshop
1

BP explained that the focus of the workshop was to discuss the merits of potential
improvements to the Woolwich Ferry waiting areas. A number of initial options have
been identified that aim to address current and future issues associated with use of
the waiting areas and the impact on the adjacent highway network, and views are
being sought to inform a decision on which of the options should be progressed
further and what other (if any) aspects should be taken into consideration. An earlier
internal workshop has been held to seek the views of various interested parties
within TfL, and the outputs of this have been used to refine the options.

2

All options are currently unfunded; the aim at this stage is to identify what might be
possible and to estimate costs. All attendees introduced themselves.

Recap on River Crossings Programme
BP gave a brief overview of the wider TfL River Crossings Programme and how the
Woolwich Ferry fitted within this. The proximity of the proposed Gallions crossing to
the Woolwich Ferry means there could be a case for withdrawing the ferry service
once this crossing is complete. The ferry service is therefore likely to continue to
operate until at least 2025, and it is recognised that works to extend the life of the
serve will be required to enable this.
Update on Woolwich Ferry life extension works and potential new vessels
3

4

AT proceeded to outline the works that are underway to extend the life of the service
to at least 2025. Much of the infrastructure dates from the 1960’s and has come to
the end of its operational life. The docking station lifting gears have now been
replaced and works to upgrade the link spans are due to be complete by the end of
2015.
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5

Consideration is now being given to procuring two new vessels to replace the three
existing aged vessels, there being a positive business case for doing so on the basis
that the service will continue until at least 2025. The new vessels would provide
improved facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, and would be designed to enable
easier loading and unloading. The vessels would also be designed with a potential
future use beyond their life for the Woolwich Ferry in mind.
6
If a decision is made to proceed with the new vessels, there will be an opportunity
for increasing the capacity of the existing service by up to 30% (as the vessels could
have a slightly higher capacity and be capable of completing more crossings per
hour). The current configuration of the waiting areas could however act as a
constraint to realising this additional capacity.
7
It is recognised that thought will be needed on how the decision to procure new
vessels is communicated with stakeholders, given the potential for this being seen
as at odds with the river crossings programme. Further consideration will be given to
how this can be communicated effectively.
Current usage and operation of the waiting areas
8

9

10

11

MBe gave an overview of how the waiting areas currently operate and outlined
existing issues and impacts on the highway network. The current service has an
approximate capacity of 200 PCUs per hour and 1.04 million vehicle crossings were
made in 2013/14. A high proportion of HGVs and commercial traffic use the service,
which is busiest in the northbound direction in the AM peak and in the southbound
direction in the PM peak.
The majority of current issues occur at the south terminal. The close proximity of the
roundabout to the terminal means that vehicles queuing to get into the roundabout
often block back onto the roundabout, thus impacting on local traffic including buses.
In addition the current pinch point at the entrance to the waiting area means that
vehicles cannot access and egress at the same time, which in turn means that the
waiting area cannot always be utilised to its full capacity. At the north terminal buses
are sometimes affected by queues for the ferry extending beyond the waiting area.
Demand for the ferry and associated impacts on the highway network increase
significantly when there are incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel or the Dartford
Crossings, and vehicles re-route to the ferry as an alternative means of crossing the
river.
In order to provide further insight into the ferry operation a three-week video survey
was undertaken from 28 July 2015. Data collected included the number of vehicles
using the service, the extent and frequency of vehicles queuing on the highway
network and the length of time to get from arriving at either terminal to boarding a
ferry. Note that surveys were completed during period of lower than ‘usual’ capacity
at the ferry (due to life extension works) hence it could be considered as
representing a worst case. The surveys also extended into the school holiday
period, although the level of school related traffic using the ferry is believed to be
minimal.
Key findings (north terminal):
•
•
•

Vehicle queues can extend back into Pier Road on a daily basis – typically
worse during weekday PM peak periods, but can happen any hour during
any day.
Queuing in Pier Road impacts on bus routes reaching the terminal opposite
the ferry, as well as local traffic.
Use of additional queuing lanes helps lessen impact but due to the lanes
being manually controlled, the system can’t currently react fast enough to
sudden changes in demand.
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•
12

Not as affected by incidents at adjacent crossings as the south terminal.

Key findings (south terminal):
•
•

Attracts twice as many articulated vehicles (HGV2s) than the north terminal.
Unplanned closures at Blackwall Tunnel were shown to result in increased
queuing at the ferry service.
• Internal conflict point limits ability to fully utilise waiting area and minimise
queuing through roundabout. Only small increase in traffic can result in
backlog of traffic.
• During ‘normal’ periods of operation, when a backlog of traffic queues on
roundabout approaches it can be cleared relatively quickly.
Presentation and discussion of each option
13

MBe gave an overview of the options identified to date, noting the opportunities and
constraints for both waiting areas. The options for the southern terminal are split into
options that utilise existing TfL owned land and those that may require additional
land-take. The options for the north terminal are focused on improving the efficiency
of the current operation. Some of the options could be implemented in combination
with each other, but for the purpose of clarity were presented separately.

14

Option South (S) 1 – provision of real time information
New VMS on the approaches to the terminal to advise motorists of the status /
current wait times for the ferry operation. It was agreed this could potentially have a
number of benefits and was worthy of further examination.
Option S2 – reverse vehicle flow and queuing within existing waiting area
This could remove the conflict at the entrance to the waiting area, enabling vehicles
to access and egress at the same time, but may require a new structure to the pier,
subject to assessment. Issues raised include the cost and constructability of the new
structure, its proximity to Crown land, and impact / compatibility with bicycle and
pedestrian movements adjacent to terminal (retain Thames Path / Quietway).
Option S3 – signalisation of the roundabout
This could assist in managing traffic flow through the roundabout. Issues raised
included the potential of adding to or creating new delays to non-ferry traffic which
don’t currently exist, and possibly not addressing the issue of vehicles queuing
within intersection (still could occur). There is also a need to confirm whether
signalisation of the roundabout is proposed as part of the CS4 proposals. MBa
asked whether consideration had been given to modifying the existing roundabout to
reduce its size, in order to provide more queuing space for vehicles wishing to use
the ferry. It was agreed that this was worth considering further.

15

16

17

Option S4 – shared traffic lane on Woolwich Church Street
This would involve requiring all ferry traffic to approach from the west (Woolwich
Church Street), in order to reduce conflicting movements at the roundabout. A
physical barrier may be required to prevent vehicles from ‘pushing in’ the queue at
the roundabout. Issues raised include:
•

the potential impact of redirected trips on the surrounding network. TJ
enquired if a study had been done on which direction ferry users arrive from,
and suggested that assessment of this option should take this into account.
BP responded that this would likely need to be completed as a next step if
this option (or a variant of it) was progressed.
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18

MW suggested that signalisation of the roundabout may be required if
vehicles do not access the waiting area via the roundabout, as otherwise the
flows on the roundabout could become unbalanced to the extent that
vehicles would not be able to egress efficiently from the ferry terminal onto
the roundabout.
Option S5a and 5b – use of safeguarded land and reconfigured waiting area
These options involve utilising land to the west of the current waiting area that has
been safeguarded for public transport improvements. Access would be via a new
entrance off Woolwich Church Street, egress would remain as is. Option 5b involves
signalisation of the entrance so that vehicles could enter from both directions of
Woolwich Church Street.
BP noted that TfL representatives had recently met with the developers of Mast
Quay Phase 2, who are planning to implement the scheme within the next 2-3
months. The developers’ current proposals for a new pedestrian link directly onto
Woolwich Church street would prevent this safeguarded land from being utilised as
a route for vehicles. AD confirmed he had had initial discussions with a RBG officer,
Janet Stewart, about whether this land could potentially be utilised in connection
with the Woolwich Ferry. In order to understand whether these options are worth
examining further, it would be very useful if RBG could consider and provide
clarification on:
•

Whether RBG consider that the safeguarded land could be used in
connection with the Woolwich Ferry, on the basis that it would reduce the
impact that the ferry service has on bus operations; and
• If so, whether RBG would require the currently consented scheme to be
varied so that the pedestrian link did not restrict use of the safeguarded land
by vehicles.
TJ noted that the Greenwich Waterfront Transit scheme remained a long-term
aspiration of RBG, noting that should the safeguarded land be vested to TfL it could
still form part of a transport scheme following the (possible) cessation of the ferry
service.
Issues raised included the impact of ferry vehicle re-routing (Option 5a) and the
safety and queuing implications of the U-turn movement from the kerbside lane
(Option 5b).
19

Option S6a and 6b – use of adjacent site to extend waiting area
These options involve utilising land to the west of the existing waiting area to
increase the size and capacity of the waiting area. Option 6b involves a new
entrance off Woolwich Church Street. These options are not now deemed to be
viable in light of the Mast Quay Phase 2 proposals.

20

North terminal – works proposed by RSM
MBe noted that a scheme to improve and rationalise the current north waiting area
had been developed by RSM. This scheme would, amongst other things, improve
the junction at the western end of the waiting area and make it easier for vehicles to
egress away from the vessels. This scheme is likely to be implemented once the life
extension works are complete, and can be considered to be the ‘base case’.
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Option North (N) 1 – ‘assisted’ ferry loading / queuing
This option involves the installation of an overhead gantry system to provide some
form of automation of the queuing of vehicles into the four lanes of the existing
waiting area. Issues raised included:
•

Could enable more efficient use of available space and improve ‘reaction’
time to sharp increases in demand, however need to be clear how such a
system would work and be enforced.
• KH reiterated the need to liaise with those who would ultimately be in charge
of operating the system.
• A similar system could be implemented in the south waiting area although it
was noted this would be more complicated as there are many more vehicle
lanes
Overall this was considered to have some benefit, provided the system worked as
intended.
22

Option N2 – convert Pier Road to eastbound working only
Converting Pier Road from two-way to one-way eastbound could ensure buses and
non-ferry traffic are less likely to be caught up in traffic queuing for the ferry.
Comments included:
•

Important to demonstrate that buses and large vehicles could use Store
Road and Pier Road – swept path analysis would be required
• View from London Buses will be sought on this option.
KH raised a potential alternative option of implementing a one-way system for ferry
vehicles, whereby vehicles would access the ferry from Pier Road southbound and
egress from Store Road northbound. This could avoid the possibility of large
vehicles otherwise attempting to access the ferry via Store Road southbound. This
could potentially help to reduce the impact of the ferry operation on residents of
Albert Road.
KH further noted the following in relation to this option:
•

If Pier Road is to be made one-way south (and south-west) bound, the
northernmost section at the junction with Albert Road must remain twoway. This is because the Police Station on the corner houses the armed
response unit for the airport and a safe egress northbound must therefore be
maintained.
• If all traffic leaving the ferry is to be channelled along Store Road, a set of
traffic signals at the junction with the A112 Albert Road will be required for
safety reasons.
• There is also potential to remodel the junction of Pier Road with Store Road
to make the vehicle movements easier – please see the attachment showing
the highway boundary.
• It should be noted that the section of North Woolwich Road between
Connaught Bridge and Factory Road would have to be reconstructed (not
just resurfaced) before additional traffic is diverted along this route. At this
point no funding has been identified for this.
Overall this option was determined to be worthy of further consideration.
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AOB and next steps
23

All attendees were thanked for their useful inputs. The next steps were outlined as:
•
•
•

Concept drawings including cost estimations to be finalised by Jacobs.
Report summarising background, survey results and options review to be
completed and circulated to attendees for review/comment.
Updates to be provided to Silvertown Tunnel Project Board and Surface
Board.

END
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Appendix E. Improvement options – northern terminal
E.1

Improvement works proposed by RSM
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Appendix F. Improvement options – southern terminal
F.1

Option S1: Reverse of vehicle flow and queuing within existing waiting area

F.2

Option S2: Segregated traffic lane for ferry access on Woolwich Church Street

F.3

Option S3: Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area

F.4

Option S4: Use of safeguarded land and reconfiguration of waiting area & rightturn entry

F.5

Option S5: Reshaping of existing roundabout
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Appendix G. Improvement options – order of magnitude cost
estimate summary (prepared by Jacobs)
An Order of Magnitude Estimate (Rev 0) has been produced and this provides cost
estimates for the five differing design options for the improvement of the Woolwich Ferry
Southern Approach. This report is available from TfL by request. The basis of the costs,
assumptions and exclusions are listed in the report and a summary of the costs are as
follows:
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